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Steven Matthew Mohammed
We have observed our Universe in many different wavelengths, from gamma ray to radio
waves and have observed countless stars, galaxies, and everything else in between. These
measurements slowly add to our understanding of what our Universe is, how it formed, and where
it is heading next.
In Chapter 2 we introduce the Ultraviolet GAlactic Plane Survey (UVGAPS), which produced a
high resolution map of the Milky Way’s Galactic plane in the NUV using the Galaxy Evolution
Explorer (GALEX), an orbiting ultraviolet space telescope operated by NASA and Caltech
between 2003-2013. Of the many astrophysical phenomena observable in ultraviolet wavelengths,
we choose to focus on a few interesting objects: red clump stars and OB type stars, and the
Galactic dust that impacts them.
We use an image source extractor to obtain the NUV photometry and apply several cuts to clean
the data. We present a catalog of 2,843,399 objects with GALEX NUV band measurements.
Despite the difference in observing strategy and analysis pipeline, we find good agreement
between previously targeted GALEX observations and the UVGAPS catalog in overlapping
regions. The data were cross matched to Gaia DR2 and Pan-STARRS DR2, two visible-band
surveys that have considerable coverage of the Galactic Plane. We characterize matched objects
in color-magnitude and color-color space to highlight a range of objects, from main sequence
stars to binaries detected with these data.
Although core helium-burning red clump (RC) stars are faint at ultraviolet wavelengths, their
ultraviolet-optical color is a unique and accessible probe of their physical properties. In Chapter
3, using data from the GALEX All Sky Imaging Survey, Gaia DR2, and the SDSS APOGEE
DR14 survey, we find that spectroscopic metallicity is strongly correlated with the location of a
RC star in the UV-optical color magnitude diagram. The RC has a wide spread in (NUV - G)0
color of over 4 magnitudes compared to a 0.7-magnitude range in (GBP - GRP )0. We propose a
photometric, dust-corrected, ultraviolet-optical (NUV - G)0-[Fe/H] color-metallicity relation
using a sample of 5,175 RC stars from APOGEE. We show that this relation has a scatter of 0.16
dex and is easier to obtain for large, wide-field samples than spectroscopic metallicities.
Importantly, the effect may be comparable to the spread in RC color attributed to extinction in
other studies.
In Chapter 4 we extend our RC analysis to UVGAPS and include new age and mass
measurements. We find that RC stars separate into two distinct populations in the thin and thick
disk. Thick disk stars tend to be old, low mass stars while thin disk stars are more heterogeneous,
containing mostly young, massive stars but also some old, low-mass stars typical of the thick
disk. These last two chapters are just two of many projects that UVGAPS enables.
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Imagine a scene last summer, much like many households in 2020 during the pandemic: you
and your quaranteammates are locked inside and one of you purchased a used puzzle online. Upon
nearing completion however, you notice there is a fairly large chunk missing, possibly due to the
former owner or the manufacturer. You do not have the full picture of the puzzle and because
you do not have any reference picture, you are left wondering what the final pieces look like. The
puzzle is our home, the Milky Way, and the missing pieces are images showing the ultraviolet
Galactic Plane. This dissertation is the final puzzle piece to the complete picture of what our
multiwavelength Milky Way looks like. There are still many more secrets to uncover. What can
we see in ultraviolet? Why look at our Galactic Plane? How can we even observe it? We have
some answers from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), which observed distant galaxies and
regions outside of our Galactic Plane.
The motivation for this dissertation is twofold. The first was simply asking “what does the
Galactic Plane look like in ultraviolet?”, a question the astronomical community did not have the
answer to (or at least images of high enough quality comparable to other images of the Plane).
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The second is what are some interesting insights we can gather from this new viewpoint of our
Galaxy, and how do they compare to the mountain of work compiled in other wavelengths? The
base utility in the research done in this dissertation is to give astronomers access to ultraviolet
stellar measurements where most of the stars in our Galaxy are contained, the Galactic Plane.
Ultraviolet astronomy provides a unique perspective on both objects that have already been
researched extensively in other wavelengths as well as unique objects that peak in the bluer end of
the electromagnetic spectrum.
1.1 Space Missions
As early as the 1940s, astronomers were aware of the issues the Earth’s atmosphere posed to
observing ultraviolet light. Even earlier was the discovery of the Ozone layer in 1910s. Most
ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation starts to be absorbed at very high altitudes as seen in Figure
1.1, an effect that does not affect any other wavelength range nearly as much. Most stars of
spectral type O to F are luminous in ultraviolet and observing their distribution in our Galaxy
would tell us a great deal about the formation and evolution of the Milky Way. We know today
that ultraviolet astronomy can tell us a about a wide variety of astrophysical phenomena: the
evolution of galaxies, the composition of hot young stars and white dwarfs, the distribution of
interstellar dust, and far more than can be listed here. These discoveries were made possible thanks
to technological advancements that allowed us to go beyond the Earth’s atmosphere and observe
unobstructed ultraviolet radiation. These satellites and telescopes have a unique history compared
to other wavelength regimes and before diving into the plethora of ultraviolet discoveries we have
to understand the diverse group of instruments themselves.
Space-based missions were the key to these advances and many ultraviolet space missions
have been launched over the last 50 years that aimed to reach a diverse group of goals. The first
5
Figure 1.1: Atmospheric absorption in various wavelengths from Goldberg (1969). Ground based
ultraviolet observations suffer from signficant absorption, requiring a space-based approach.
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ultraviolet measurements ever made by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) used V-2 rockets and
consisted of a spectrum of the Sun (Baum et al. (1946)) while the first UV photometry gathered
was 10 years later and was of 59 hot stars (Byram et al. (1957)). In 1968 the Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory 2 (OAO-2, dubbed Stargazer) launched into orbit and became the first successful space
telescope, providing spectra of about 300 stars and photometry of about 1200 stars in ultraviolet
(Bless & Code (1972)). One of the most notable ultraviolet missions of this time was the Far
Ultraviolet Camera/Spectrograph, an instrument on the Apollo 16 mission to the moon in 1972,
built by Dr. George Robert Carruthers to study the Earth’s atmosphere, distant galaxy clusters,
and the lunar surface (Carruthers & Page (1972)). Many astronomers at the time did not believe
space-based missions were a part of the future of astronomy, a sentiment echoed throughout Dr.
Carruthers’ education as an engineer before he built the Apollo 16 instrument. These instruments
and many more that followed were typically limited to observing only a handful of preselected
stars or regions. Without observing our entire Galaxy with an all-sky map, we could not get an
understanding of the distribution of stars in our Galaxy to sufficient accuracy. A more detailed
review of the beginning of UV astronomy can be found at Savage (1999) and references therein.
In 1972, the the European Space Research Organization (the predecessor of the European Space
Agency) launched the TD-1 satellite which contained a UV experiment named S2/68 (Boksenberg
et al. (1973)). This experiment produced the first true all-sky ultraviolet map of the Milky Way
from almost 50,000 sources distributed throughout the Galaxy, mostly along the Galactic Plane
(Figure 1.2). Their UV measurements spanned four filters, all of them reaching limits as faint as
8th magnitude. Gondhalekar (1990) also make some preliminary measurements of the reddening in
our Galaxy. The mission lasted until 1974 when its propellant ran out and reentered the atmosphere
in 1980.
The next major ultraviolet space mission was the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE,
Kondo (1990)), launched in 1978 with a planned lifespan of 5 years yet it operated until 1996.
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Figure 1.2: TD-1 S2/68 all-sky ultraviolet map from Gondhalekar (1990).
As one of the most successful satellite missions ever, the IUE took over 30000 spectra of about
9000 targets, and was the first satellite to allow visiting astronomers to make real time observations
of UV spectra. The range of topics explored with the IUE includes significant contributions to the
field of stellar winds, supernova 1987A, stellar chromospheres in stars other than our Sun, and
interstellar dust, building upon the work done by both OAO-2 and TD-1 Kondo et al. (1989). The
IUE also produced an all-sky map of point source objects combining its decades of work (Figure
1.3).
In the ensuing years, two other major telescopes were launched: the Extreme Ultraviolet Ex-
plorer (EUVE, Bowyer et al. (1994)) in 1992 and the Far Ultraviolet Spectrograph Explorer (FUSE,
Moos et al. (2000)) in 1999. The EUVE was unique from previous space missions in that it ob-
served the sky between 70 - 760 Å, defined as the extreme ultraviolet range and much bluer than
previous ultraviolet satellites and telescopes. FUSE observed at redder wavelengths, ranging be-
tween 900 to 1190 Å. Both EUVE and FUSE built upon the work of previous missions exploring
the chemical evolution of the interstellar medium and supernova remnants, among many other
fields. EUVE was the third to produce an all-sky catalog in ultraviolet containing 801 objects.
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Figure 1.3: IUE all-sky ultraviolet map. Red points are solar system objects, violet points are
Galactic objects, and green points are extragalactic. The LMC and SMC are clearly visible in the
southern sky.
Figure 1.4: GALEX FUV and NUV bands relative to optical SDSS u, g, r, i, and z bands.
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Figure 1.5: GALEX NUV point sources in the All-sky Imaging Survey and Medium Imaging
Survey
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The discoveries of these missions led to the launch of the most recent ultraviolet telescope in
2003, the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX, Martin et al. (2005)). GALEX observed in two
bands, the far and near ultraviolet, dubbed FUV (centered at 1516 Å) and NUV (centered at 2267
Å). These bands are shown relative to SDSS bands in Figure 1.4. The main mission of GALEX
was to measure the history of star formation in galaxies, observing hundreds of thousands of them
in the process. The instrument was able to scan deeper into our Galaxy than ever before; for
instance, the limiting magnitude of TD-1 was 9 mag, whereas GALEX’s NUV band is 20 mag
- a 2.5 x 104 difference in brightness. The impact of GALEX on astronomy has been immense.
Some of its major discoveries include observing a black hole in the process of eating a star, a
giant tail 13 light years in length trailing a star named Mira moving across the Galaxy at 120
km/s, newly forming galaxies as well as dead galaxies coming back to life from an influx of gas,
triggering star formation, and the discovery of a transition phase between young and old galaxies.
The mission was supposed to last three years but was extended to 2013. During the last observing
cycle, GALEX observed the Magellanic Clouds, bright nebulae and most importantly, the Galactic
Plane, which was missing from GALEX’s All-sky Imaging Survey (Figure 1.5). Regions of the
Galactic Plane had been observed by GALEX but there were still large swaths of sky missing.
Chapter 2 fills that gap, as well as provides some insight into the utility of observations of the
Galactic Plane.
1.2 Ultraviolet Objects in our Galaxy
Using the observations of the above telescopes, we are able to observe an extremely wide variety of
astronomical phenomena, most of which are outside the breath of this dissertation. I will discuss on
a few of these to give a sense of what is possible using the work in this dissertation. In particular, I
primarily focus on red clump stars, bright blue stars including OB stars, the distribution of stardust,
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and the molecular clouds that birth all of these types of stars.
1.2.1 The Red Clump and its Relation to Stellar Metallicity
The Red Clump (RC) is a collection of low mass stars in the core helium-burning stage of stellar
evolution. They are noticeable because they populate a specific region (or clump, hence known)
of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram at a specific constant luminosity where the stars burn Helium
in their cores until the fuel is exhausted, a stage that can last millions of years. These stars appear
red and are quite numerous, consisting of about one-third of all red giant stars in a given star-
forming galaxy (Girardi (2016)). Typically RC stars are spectroscopically observed in optical and
infrared (Bovy et al. (2014), Ting et al. (2018)) with some level of contamination from their red
giant branch neighbors. The color and effective temperature of a RC star stay constant throughout
its lifespan of tens of millions of years, lending them at times to be used as standard candles but
variations in their metallicity, mass, and extinction hinder this utility.
Metallicities and abundances in RC stars can be used to understand the star formation history
and stellar ages in the Milky Way. Spectroscopic measurements can be very time consuming and
much like trying to understand the ultraviolet Milky Way using an all-sky survey, having as large
a sample as possible of RC stars can better inform stellar models. Cole et al. (2000), Ivezić et al.
(2008), and Ruiz-Dern et al. (2018) all use photometric optical and/or infrared color-metallicity
relations to measure the metal content in RC stars. RC stars are visible in ultraviolet and span a
range of magnitudes, providing a large region in color space to map metallicities.
Despite mostly having a constant brightness, their physical parameters change due to their
environment. This is touched upon in this dissertation but broadly, RC stars vary depending on
their metal content, especially in iron and alpha elements. The metal content, age, and mass all
can vary depending on their location in the Galaxy, whether they are close to the Galactic disk
(generally called the thin disk) or at some distance above or below the disk (generally called the
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thick disk). In chapters 3 and 4, we make use of GALEX and previous RC catalogs to create a
catalog of RC stars and then try to photometrically match their spectroscopic metallicities.
1.2.2 O and B Type Stars
O and B type stars are the hottest, largest, and most massive stars in our Galaxy, and can be as
massive as 15 to 90 times the mass of our Sun. Famous O and B type stars you personally can go
outside in New York and view include Rigel and Spica, as well as the three stars in Orion’s Belt,
Alnitak, Alnilam, and Mintaka. They’re described as “living fast and dying hard” because of their
relatively short lifespans and the supernovae that result when they die, becoming black holes or
neutron stars.
They play a vital role in understanding the heavy metal content of galaxies as well as feedback
in the interstellar and intergalactic medium. A sizable portion of OB stars appear in binaries and
combined with their end stages are important to understanding black holes and gravitational waves
events (Xiang et al. (2021)). OB stars are very hot and thus visible in ultraviolet despite the issue
of heavy extinction. In chapter 2 we use our new catalog to search for OB stars, accounting for
extinction and briefly commenting on their binarity.
1.2.3 Dust in the Milky Way
A major component of our Galaxy is its dust content. Measurements of dust and its distribution
throughout the Milky Way have been made since it was documented in 1930 by Trumpler (1930).
Extinction affects the measurements of a star’s color and this effect increases as wavelength de-
creases below the optical band. Reddening occurs when photons are absorbed or scattered by
interstellar light and scatters blue light so it appears more red. This makes stars appear redder than
they actually are. The effect is especially strong in ultraviolet, with an absorption bump at 2175
Å (close to the peak of GALEX NUV) and a far UV rise (Cardelli et al. (1989a)). This makes
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understanding extinction very important when using photometry at any distance beyond the solar
neighborhood, especially in ultraviolet.
Several attempts to quantify the amount of dust in the Galaxy have been made in the form of
dust maps. The first attempt by Burstein & Heiles (1982) used neutral hydrogen and galaxy counts
to predict line of sight reddening. A more modern approach was the map created by Schlegel et al.
(1998) and was updated by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) across the entire sky using far-infrared
and optical measurements. The gold standard today is the 3D dust map made by Green et al. (2019)
using Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al. (2016)) and 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. (2006)) data. The main
takeaway from these maps is that the dust distribution in our Galaxy is heterogeneous, especially
when looking through the Galactic Plane. This map is being constantly updated, with an updated
map appearing every two years thus far.
Despite describing dust as a very big nuisance to astronomers, it plays a vital role in many
fields of astrophysics. Dust is essential to star and planet formation and understanding the chemical
evolution of our Galaxy. In all three of the following chapters, I make use of the 3D dust map by
Green et al. (2019) to account for extinction and leave a more thorough analysis potentially using
UVGAPS as a dust map source as future work.
1.3 The Galactic Plane
All the work mentioned prior could not have been possible without results from different wave-
lengths building upon each other - to understand our Galaxy, we have to take a multiwavelength
approach. Each different wavelength (radio, microwave, infrared, optical (sometimes referred to as
visual), ultraviolet, X-ray, and gamma ray, all shown except ultraviolet in Figure 1.6) provides us
with unique information about the objects we observe. My favorite example of this is the star Mira,
a red giant star visible in optical bands, that had been cataloged since 1662 was observed again
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Figure 1.6: A view of the Milky Way’s Galactic Plane in every wavelength except ultraviolet.
with GALEX and found to have a long tail about 4 parsecs long formed over tens of thousands of
years from a bow shock visible only in ultraviolet.
In this case it is strange that we have high resolution images of our Galactic Plane in every
wavelength except ultraviolet. Even X-ray and gamma ray, both requiring space telescopes, have
a picture of what our Galaxy looks like in their respective wavelength regimes. Given this oppor-
tunity to complete the puzzle in Chapter 2, we now know can say we know what the Milky Way
looks like in ultraviolet, and in high resolution.
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1.4 Structure of Dissertation
In Chapter 2 I discuss the Ultraviolet GAlactic Plane Survey (UVGAPS) which produced a high
resolution map of the Milky Ways Galactic Plane in the NUV using the Galaxy Evolution Explorer
(GALEX), an orbiting ultraviolet space telescope operated by NASA and Caltech between 2003-
2013. In its last several years, the Galactic Plane had only scarcely been observed by GALEX
due to bright star limits set to protect the GALEX detectors from burning out from the perceived
intense UV starlight combined with the typical dither GALEX observing mode. The full UVGAPS
maps are just under 7200 deg2 (360◦x 20◦) with a full width half max resolution of 4.5-6′′, and 2′′
per pixel resolution, which is both a larger footprint at a higher resolution than previous UV all-sky
surveys within the same region. Of the many astrophysical phenomena observable in ultraviolet
wavelengths, we choose to focus on a few interesting objects: RC stars and OB type stars, and the
Galactic dust that impacts them. A new pipeline had to be developed to process the survey images
due to a change in the GALEX observing methods from a dither mode to a long drift scan mode.
We use an image source extractor to obtain the NUV photometry and several cuts to clean the
data. We present a catalog of 2,843,399 objects with GALEX NUV band measurements. De-
spite the difference in observing strategy and analysis pipeline, we find good agreement between
previously targeted GALEX observations and the UVGAPS catalog in overlapping regions. The
data were cross matched to Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b)) and Pan-STARRS DR2
(Chambers et al. (2016)), two visible-band surveys that have considerable coverage of the Galactic
Plane. We characterize matched objects in color-magnitude and color-color space to highlight a
range of objects, from main sequence stars to binaries detected with these data. The data will be
publicly available and of particular interest to those planning follow-up observations with various
observatories such as the Hubble Space Telescope that could provide deeper measurements.
In Chapter 3 (Mohammed et al. (2019)) we look at the RC in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
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as it appears in ultraviolet using GALEX. Although core helium-burning RC stars are faint at
ultraviolet wavelengths, their ultraviolet-optical color is a unique and accessible probe of their
physical properties. Using data from the GALEX All Sky Imaging Survey, Gaia DR 2, and the
SDSS APOGEE DR14 survey (Majewski et al. (2017)), we find that spectroscopic metallicity is
strongly correlated with the location of an RC star in the UV-optical color magnitude diagram.
The RC has a wide spread in (NUV - G)0 color of over 4 magnitudes compared to a 0.7-magnitude
range in (GBP - GRP )0. We propose a photometric, dust-corrected, ultraviolet-optical (NUV - G)0
color-metallicity [Fe/H] relation using a sample of 5,175 RC stars from APOGEE. We show that
this relation has a scatter of 0.16 dex and is easier to obtain for large, wide-field samples than
spectroscopic metallicities. Importantly, the effect may be comparable to the spread in RC color
attributed to extinction in other studies.
In Chapter 4 we combine UVGAPS and our RC observations from Chapter 2 with a new catalog
of RC stars from Huang et al. (2020) that includes age and mass measurements to produce a new
catalog of RC stars and a recalibrated ultraviolet-optical color-metallicity relation. We find the
distinct separation of two Milky Way populations: a thick disk populated with old, low mass RC
stars (typically less than 1.2 M ) and a thin disk populated with a mix of young, massive RC stars
(more than 1.2 M ) and the old, low mass RC stars that we would expect to see in the thick disk.
Thin disk stars span a range of physical properties while thick disk stars are more homogeneous.
We propose that UV excess and binarity play some role in the thin disk causing RC stars to skew
from our expected trends.
We conclude in 5 and briefly discuss future work as extensions of this Dissertation.
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Chapter 2
UVGAPS: The Ultraviolet GAlactic Plane
Survey
2.1 Introduction
The Galactic Plane has been the subject of multi-wavelength studies over many decades, such
as the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS, Neugebauer et al. (1984)), the ROentgen SATellite
(ROSAT, Trümper (1984)), the Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET, Kanbach
et al. (1989)), etc.) covering wavelength regimes from radio to gamma rays. Despite the extensive
coverage across the electromagnetic spectrum, observing the galaxy in ultraviolet (UV), and in
particular the Galactic Plane, has long been challenging due to the need for space-based observing
facilities and the effect dust has on UV light (Cardelli et al. (1989a)). The UV region is sensitive to
many astrophysical processes including star formation and evolution, the composition of the inter-
stellar medium, and galaxy formation and evolution. Since the early 1970s, previous UV satellites
and instruments (OAO-Copernicus Rogerson et al. (1973); Apollo 16 Carruthers & Page (1972);
This section contains text from an article to be published in ApJ
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TD-1A Boksenberg et al. (1973); ANS van Duinen et al. (1975); EUVE Bowyer et al. (1994);
FUSE Moos et al. (2000); HST Westphal et al. (1991); IUE Kondo (1990)) imaged and obtained
spectra of regions of the Milky Way, even creating low resolution maps of the Galactic Plane.
These measurements were have been key to understanding UV bright stellar populations, absorb-
ing gas and dust and associated astronomical processes, yet have not been of sufficient solid angle
or depth to compare to the large number of objects detected in surveys at other wavelengths. The
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX, Martin et al. (2005)) was launched in 2003 and was opti-
mized for extragalactic observations but also observed the ultraviolet Milky Way in detail. Three
surveys, the All-sky Imaging Survey, Medium Imaging Survey, and Deep Imaging Survey (AIS,
MIS, and DIS respectively) obtained near and far ultraviolet (NUV and FUV) band observations
of stars within the Milky Way. Nevertheless, during the primary GALEX mission, most of the
Galactic Plane had not been observed due to bright star limits set to protect the detectors. In 2011,
as part of plans to conclude the GALEX mission, the GALEX team implemented a Galactic Plane
survey designed to observe as much of the plane as feasible, carried out with the support of NASA
and the KECK Institute for Space Studies and Caltech.
These images consist of NUV-only data because the FUV detector was no longer in operation
in the late stages of the GALEX mission. To hasten the collection of Galactic Plane data, the
observing mode was switched from a dither mode to a 20 degree-long drift-scan mode to cover the
Galactic Plane as fast as possible. The plane survey plan included a total of 450 scans spaced 0.8
degrees apart in Galactic longitude. Ultimately, data were obtained over a significant fraction of
the Galactic Plane between -10 and 10 degrees Galactic latitude before the GALEX mission was
officially concluded. These observations differ from previous GALEX all-sky surveys because of
the drift-scan mode and a shortened exposure time per region in the sky. These data also do not
cover the entire Galactic Plane both because of various outage periods (safe mode and downlink)

































































































































































































































































In this paper we present the products of the new UVGAPS pipeline developed specifically for
the GALEX Galactic Plane survey and mine these imaging data (Wang (2018)) to extract stellar
fluxes for stars in the Galactic Plane. These data provide a picture of objects visible in the UV:
O-F stars, red clump stars, and the molecular clouds that inhabit the plane. We first describe
the method we use to obtain photometry from our GALEX images and the methods for cross-
matching detections to other surveys. We also explore UV-optical color-magnitude and color-color
diagrams and then provide an analysis of the types of objects that appear and measurements that
are facilitated when adding NUV data.
2.2 Observations and Methods
2.2.1 Catalog Data
The Galactic Plane coverage in UVGAPS extends through all Galactic longitudes and latitudes
10◦above and below the plane for a footprint of 6118 deg2. As described above, this data differs
from previous GALEX surveys in that those only observed 1 deg2 tiles of the sky per session
while these data were taken in drift scan mode, covering many degrees of the sky in a single
session in swaths of 1.2◦by 20◦. As these data were taken both during a period when the GALEX
program was nearing its end and using a new observing mode, no standard calibration pipeline
was developed to process the images. In this paper we use our own accumulated photon images
and image calibrations described in Wang (2018) which removed artifacts and corrected positional
errors that result from the standard pipeline analysis and calibration. Much of the image creation
and calibration done in Wang (2018) was done by Dun Wang, a former graduate student at New




There are four main image data products from the pipeline generated in Wang (2018) and used in
this paper: the count, exposure, intensity, and background maps (with units of counts, seconds,
counts / seconds, and counts / seconds respectively) with a scale for all the images of 2′′ per pixel.
The background map was created using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts (1996), see Appendix). The
intensity map was created by dividing the count map with the exposure map after a correction
described in Wang (2018). These images differ from the traditional GALEX pipeline in many
ways. First, each scan maps was constructed over a 2◦ by 20◦ region, centered on the nominal
Galactic longitude of the scan. A total of 293 such scan images were generated (out of a possible
450). Many regions were observed twice and in some cases three times. Multiple scan images
were combined to create a single scan image. These 293 scan images were then combined into 39
Galactic Plane image tiles that were 10◦ x 20◦ with 1.5◦ overlap.
Because the GAIS images were observed at a relatively consistent rate, the exposure time does
not vary by much for a single scan. However, in some cases repeat observations achieved a higher
exposure time per observed region. Scan lengths occasionally vary mainly due to detector outages
during South Atlantic Anomaly passages or periods of shortest eclipse length. Figure 2.6 shows
the exposure time plotted versus Galactic latitude for each of the 293 scans. These scans vary in
exposure time across Galactic latitude, even for exposure times in the same swath due to multiple
visits.
2.2.3 Source Extractor
We used SExtractor (ver 2.19.5, Bertin & Arnouts (1996)) to detect sources and measure their
positions and fluxes using the FLUX AUTO parameter. Because of the low intrinsic and sky
background in these short GALEX observations, we used a modified version of the default input
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SExtractor configuration (shown in Appendix 1) with the goal of minimizing spurious detections
for very dim sources. In particular, we found that the background subtraction step in SExtractor
introduced an artificial level of noise and systematic bias at the image edges and other regions
with low exposure time or relative response. This is most apparent in regions where overlapping
neighboring scans are missing. The additional noise and bias occurs when a majority of pixels
contain zero counts, impacting the use of a median in the background estimation. To avoid this
issue we smoothed the images using a Gaussian 2D kernel with a standard deviation of 3 then ran
SExtractor on the smoothed images to produce a background map. We manually subtracted this
background map from the original unsmoothed image and ran SExtractor a second time with no
background subtraction step. Although this impacts the uncertainties output from SExtractor, for
most extracted fluxes this is not a dominant effect. The output is a list of sources per image, each
with a measured NUV flux that is then converted into AB magnitudes. Finally, at the positions of
these sources, we obtain the value of the background, count, and exposure maps at those points.
To clean the data we make the following cuts: background > 0 counts, counts > 1 photon count,
exposure time > 4 seconds, and 10 > FWHM IMAGE > 0 pixels. These cuts were made to
remove any spurious data picked up by SExtractor that our background method did not already
remove. A visual flow chart of the pipeline is shown in Figure 2.6. Some artifacts still remain in
the data pipeline, shown by the horizontal stripes in Figure 2.8, which will be removed in future
iterations of this catalog. In all SExtractor detected 2,843,399 objects in the Galactic Plane.
While SExtractor extracts accurate photometry of objects from our images, systematic errors
from instrumental effects and the extraction process are evident. Very bright objects leave artifacts
in surrounding locations on the images. If they are bright enough, SExtractor will detect these as
very faint individual stars. In some regions, for example near one or many bright point sources
or extended objects, the errors in background subtraction are not perfect, causing some regions to
have a large number of false positives. In general we have found that the number of false positives
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Figure 2.6: A visualization of the SExtractor pipeline used to create our catalog.
Figure 2.7: The average of exposure times over Galactic latitude for each of the 20◦by 1.2◦scans.
The majority of the exposure times hover between 25 and 50s. Some scans do have a higher
exposure time in certain regions due to multiple scans per region for a given Galactic longitude.
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Figure 2.8: Full width half max of vs. NUV for detected sources in the full survey. The tails on the
left are due to saturation of the brightest objects in the data and the right feature at around NUV
= 19 that extends from FWHM = 2 to FWHM = 6 is due to the magnitude limit by GALEX. The
horizontal stripes are due to imperfections within the data pipeline that will be optimized as future
work.
increases in crowded regions. Our exposure time cut generally removes many of the false positives
that arise at the edge of the field, but some false detections may still be included in the catalog.
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2.3 Survey Comparisons
2.3.1 The GALEX All-sky Imaging Survey
We cross-matched our catalog to the GALEX All-sky Imaging Survey (GAIS) using the python
package Astropy (v2.0.2, Astropy Collaboration et al. (2013)) function search around sky with
a search radius of rm = 3′′. GAIS is the original point-source GALEX survey and covers the entire
sky with patchy coverage in the Galactic Plane, overlapping only 55% of the total Plane catalog.
A comparison of both catalogs is an essential cross-calibration step and is crucial to understanding
the entire ultraviolet Milky Way.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 compare the difference in NUV magnitudes between GAIS and this work.
Despite originating from the same instrument, the two catalogs have some notable differences
because of the different observing modes and image generation and analysis methods. We see
offset tails at the extremes due to bright stars saturating the detector on the bright end and the
detection limit of GALEX at the faint end. The offset at the bright end could be caused by the
differing cuts applied to the photon data in the respective pipelines. For the main locus of the
distribution we treat the GAIS NUV measurements as the “true′′ values for these objects and we
correct our UVGAPS measurements by subtracting an offset of 0.25 mag from Figure 2.9. The
GAIS comparison also reveals an astrometric offset between the two data sets, on average no
larger than half an arcsecond. This issue could be due to an systematic difference in the pipeline
astrometric correction routines. The pixels are only 2′′/pixel so the errors here are much smaller
than the resolution of our images. If we compare the total number of UVGAPS sources in GAIS
regions to the total number of GAIS sources within the |gb| < 10 range, we obtain about 8%. This
is primarily due to the GAIS survey having many more sources fainter than NUV = 20 mag than
UVGAPS. If we restrict GAIS to objects brighter than NUV = 20, we obtain 43% overlap.
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Figure 2.9: Difference in NUV between GAIS and these data vs NUVGAIS . We plot the survey
average as a black line and corrected offset by the red line. We applied a global correction of 0.25
mag that we spread to the cross-matched catalogs. The offset is due to a few issues including the
different observing methods used between GAIS and UVGAPS.
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Figure 2.10: Histogram offset from Figure 2.9 showing the difference in NUV by bin after the 0.25
offset was applied. The average offset in NUV is typically 0.1 mag.
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2.3.2 Pan-STARRS DR2
We cross-match with The Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS,
Chambers et al. (2016)) DR2 which has the g, r, i, z, and y bands to extend our catalog reach to op-
tical wavelengths. This time we use a radius cut of 2′′ instead of 3′′ as we do with GAIS to exclude
false matches. Pan-STARRS has a wide range of coverage over the Galactic Plane and a large
amount overlapping with our survey except south of -30◦Declination, excluding 930,515 objects
in UVGAPS in that region. Despite this missing chunk of the sky, the cross-matched catalog still
contains 1,635,722 objects, roughly 58% of the UVGAPS catalog. In overlapping regions in the
Galactic Plane a high match completeness is expected, given the Pan-STARRS limiting magnitude
of ∼23.
2.3.3 Gaia DR2
Finally, we also cross-match our catalog to Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b)) using
a match radius of 2′′. Gaia DR2 includes G, GBP , and GRP band magnitudes for about 1 billion
stars as well as parallax measurements that allow us to obtain distances for all matched stars.
This matched catalog gives us 2,475,257 total objects, or 87% of the entire UVGAPS catalog
making it an excellent companion to these data. The Gaia optical bands are very broad, with G
band encompassing nearly all of the Pan-STARRS’ grizy bands. Although also quite complete for
the purposes of UVGAPS, Gaia photometric measurements provide less information about each
detected object versus a survey like Pan-STARRS that has more specific bands.
In total we have cross-matched UVGAPS data to other surveys and present a selection of bands
that we use for further analysis: NUV from GALEX, G, GBP , and GRP from Gaia, and g, r, i, z,
and y from Pan-STARRS. Some objects may only appear in a subset of surveys. If we combine
subsets of each catalog we will get NUV distributions as seen in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: Angular separation between Gaia DR2, Pan-STARRS DR2 and UVGAPS. We cut off
the matches at 2′′ due to the rise in false matches.
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Figure 2.12: Histogram of all the catalogs used in this paper including a set combining all four.
Between the three surveys, most of the objects in UVGAPS have some additional wavelength
information, leaving only 483,956 objects that are in none of the comparison surveys.
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Figure 2.13: Counts for each match between UVGAPS and various catalogs.
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2.3.4 Survey Completeness and False Matches
The 483,956 objects that are not in Gaia, GAIS, or Pan-STARRS could have a host of explanations
including false matches. The Pan-STARRS-UVGAPS discrepancy is due to the Pan-STARRS
total footprint. If we cut our UVGAPS catalog to sources north of -30◦ Declination and match
to Pan-STARRS, we obtain a completeness fraction of 88%. We still use the total catalog instead
of a footprint-based catalog to indicate how many objects lack optical measurements because of a
mismatched footprint. If we compare the Pan-STARRS-UVGAPS catalog to SDSS-GAIS, which
only was missing 1%, the missing 12% is something we are still investigating in UVGAPS. If we
compare the Gaia-UVGAPS catalog to GAIS, Bianchi & Shiao (2020) use the full GAIS catalog,
which contains 8.2 x 107 UV objects, and find only 3.1 x 107 total matches with Gaia. We have a
much higher match percentage with Gaia because UVGAPS and Gaia did not observe to as great
depth as GAIS.
2.4 Results
The total number of objects (tabulated in Table 1) as well as the type of objects in our sample
depends on which surveys are included in the analysis. It is also important to note that we initially
assume objects found using the SEXtractor are true detections. However some objects may not be
in the cross-match surveys due to them having a high ultraviolet to optical flux ratio, or more likely
because they are false detections in UVGAPS. In total there are only 483,956 objects that do not
appear in any of the other surveys.
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2.4.1 GAIS Comparison
The difference in coverage between UVGAPS and GAIS is shown in Wang (2018). GAIS has
some measurements in the plane but its coverage is dwarfed by the footprint of UVGAPS. GAIS
contains tens of millions of objects throughout the entire Milky Way with limited coverage in the
Galactic Plane. GAIS and UVGAPS overlap by 902,666 objects, with their NUV measurements
differing by an average of 0.25 mag due to the systematic offset mentioned in the prior section. This
difference is most apparent at dimmer wavelengths (shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10). The GAIS
and Gaia cross-match contains about 22 million objects while the UVGAPS-Gaia catalog contains
2,469,504 objects, or about 87% of UVGAPS. The objects not in Gaia are not concentrated to any
region of the Galactic Plane or UV magnitude, and could indicate the appearance of UV bright,
optically dim stars for both GAIS and UVGAPS.
2.4.2 Color-Color Diagrams using Pan-STARRS DR2
Figure 2.14 explores a color-color diagram overlaid with SED colors derived from the Stellar
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The Pickles library contains 131 flux calibrated spectra compiled from the literature. This helps
identify the types of stars that appear in specific regions of color-color space. GAIS and UVGAPS
objects cover a nearly complete range of spectral types.
In Figure 2.14 the Main Sequence lies along the Pickles points, stretching from 2< NUV - g<
8 and 0 < g - r < 0.75. We find that the bulk of our stellar objects are A through G stars, forming a
high density region that defines the location of the main sequence in this color space. This has also
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Figure 2.14: g - r vs NUV - g color-color plot. The red points are taken from the Pickles SED
library. The top left panel is not extinction corrected using Green et al. (2018) but the other three
are corrected. The red arrow is the reddening vector. We combine data from Gaia DR2 and make
cuts in the CMD and in Pan-STARRS g-r to highlight the white dwarf region in black points and
OB stars from Xiang et al. (2021) in blue points. The OB stars in the top panels shift significantly
due to the extinction correction.
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Figure 2.15: OB stars and Binaries in UVGAPS from Xiang et al. (2021), with fit lines. OB
binaries tend to be brighter than single OB stars for a given (NUV-G)0 color.
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been identified by Seibert et al. (2005) and Bianchi et al. (2007). Other interesting regions include
near NUV - g = 7 and g - r = 0.4, which typically contains red dwarfs. White dwarfs have blue
NUV - g and g - r colors, with main sequence + white dwarf binaries extending mainly to the red
in g - r color (Seibert et al. (2005)). Applying a reddening correction typically shifts stars along
the main sequence towards hotter, more massive stars.
Bianchi et al. (2007) uses a catalog of GALEX-SDSS points to explore NUV - g versus g - i
color-color space, which is similar to our g - r vs NUV - g plot. They find that galaxies and low-
redshift QSOs are well separated from stars. We expect to see very few, if any, galaxies or QSOs
that are visible through the dust in the Galactic Plane. This galaxy and QSO region is sparsely
populated within our current sample.
2.4.3 Color Magnitude Diagram using Gaia
With the release of Gaia DR2 we are now able to visualize color magnitude diagrams (CMDs)
for large populations of stars in the Galactic Plane. Figure 2.16 compares the different CMDs
using Gaia between the GAIS population that is |gb| < 10◦ on the left and UVGAPS on the right.
Here we use MG vs NUV - G. The bottom two panels include a dust correction from Green et al.
(2018) (an updated version of the Green et al. (2015) map) using their 3D dust map derived from
Pan-STARRS. Three distinct populations immediately appear: the main sequence, the white dwarf
sequence, and the red clump. The dust correction appears to help separate the main sequence from
the red clump in both cases. The red clump shows a much flatter distribution and they separate
far better from the main sequence than in optical CMDs (Figures 1 and 5 in Gaia Collaboration
et al. (2018a)). We do not see a well defined secondary red clump here in either case which may
be due to extinction. Mohammed et al. (2019) show the NUV band can be used as a good probe of
metallicity in the Milky Way for red clump stars.
The Gaia-GAIS and Gaia-UVGAPS CMDs are mostly similar but they do share some inter-
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Figure 2.16: Color-magnitude diagram for GAIS in the plane and UVGAPS from left to right
matched with Gaia. The bottom panels apply an extinction correction from Green et al. (2018).
Three features are highlighted in the text: the main sequence, the white dwarf region, and the red
clump. The secondary red clump also appears and is offset from the main red clump locus. The
feature at NUV - G = -1 and MG = 5 are planetary nebulae. The dust correction has a significant
effect in the plane as expected.
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Figure 2.17: Matches of objects in the same Galactic longitude and latitude range the as molecular
clouds in Zucker et al. (2019). Gaia points are in blue and the UVGAPS+Gaia matched sample is
overlaid in orange. The red line indicates the distance to the molecular cloud.
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esting differences. The main sequence is affected much more by the dust correction in UVGAPS.
This is seen by the large jump from the top left of the main sequence NUV - G of 2 that stretches
down to 0 when the dust correction is applied. It is probable that these objects are mostly OB stars
and thus are most affected by extinction in a dust-filled Galactic disk. The white dwarf sequence
is also notably different. There are more white dwarf detections in UVGAPS and we can see the
upturn around NUV - G = -1 showing the extent of the white dwarf sequence also seen in Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2018a).
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Galactic OB Stars
Among the types of object that are expected to be most luminous and identifiable out to large
distances are Galactic OB stars. In the era of Gaia, we are able to obtain accurate distances for
many of these stars. One major issue with observing nearby OB stars is that the GALEX detector
saturates for very bright stars. Saturated OB stars might not pass the quality cuts. At the largest
distances many OB stars are likely to be highly reddened. For nearly all OB stars, an accurate
extinction correction is important if we are to attempt classification using a UV-optical color-
magnitude diagram (Figure 2.14, top two panels). We still expect a large number of OB stars to be
visible in UVGAPS.
To understand how many OB stars are in our footprint and explore their properties, we used
a recent catalog by Xiang et al. (2021) of 16,002 OB stars and cross-matched it with UVGAPS
to yield 7,037 stars, as shown by the blue points in Figure 2.14, top two panels. We applied an
extinction correction to this plot, to highlight the dramatic line of sight extinction for these blue
objects. They are indistinguishable from lower mass, redder stars on the Main Sequence without
a dust correction (Figure 2.14, top left) but get shifted towards the white dwarf region when it is
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applied (top right). These highly reddened, intrinsically blue stars highlight how difficult it can be
to observe UV bright objects without some precise measure of extinction.
Additionally some detected objects within this range may be shifted within color-magnitude
and color-color space due to their binarity. A sizable OB star binary population has been found by
Xiang et al. (2021) with which UVGAPS matches 741 objects, or about 11%. The location of the
OB stars and binaries differ slightly, with the binaries appearing brighter on average for a given
color (Figure 2.15). This extra brightness is related to the companion star and what type it is. An
OB-A star binary will appear brighter than an OB-F binary, for example.
2.5.2 Molecular Clouds, Star Clusters, and Dust
Images of the Galactic Plane reveal abundant reddening in the UV at low Galactic latitude. The
NUV map shown in UVGAPS Paper 1 (Wang (2018)) and Figures 2.2-2.5 also highlight the con-
nection with locations of high reddening and the presence of molecular clouds, also shown in
Figure 2 of Dame et al. (2001). Because UVGAPS is UV-selected, we would expect most objects
to be found in regions of relatively low dust attenuation, although stellar clusters may also host hot
luminous stars detected by the survey. We overplot star clusters from Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2020)
in Figures 2.2-2.5 to show that there are numerous star clusters within the UVGAPS footprint. We
also plot star clusters within the UVGAPS Galactic Plane range to show which star clusters we are
missing due to gaps in our data. To evaluate the degree of reddening of the UVGAPS sample we
used the Green et al. (2018) 3D dust map in combination with stellar distances from Gaia DR2
in directions towards molecular clouds. Zucker et al. (2019) perform an analysis of the Galactic
extinction towards molecular clouds using Gaia DR2. Absorption by many of the clouds is clearly
visible in the UVGAPS image: the top of the Taurus-Perseus-Auriga Complex, the Great Rift,
Lupus, and Hercules among others.
Many of the molecular cloud complexes in the Milky Way are either within the UVGAPS
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footprint or directly visible in UV (Figures 2.2-2.5). Stars within these molecular clouds are have
widely been observed by Gaia but it is expected that they will be very reddened and quite dim
in UV. We use the list of molecular clouds from Zucker et al. (2019) and isolate the ones that
are within the UVGAPS coverage area. We then use the UVGAPS-Gaia cross-matched sample
to identify those objects found within the line of sight towards these clouds. We removed some
clouds from the list because of a lack of objects in the line of sight. The final sample contains 11
molecular clouds. We use extinction data from the 3D dust map (Green et al. (2018)) and distances
from Gaia to see the effect of the clouds on the magnitude of the objects in Figure 2.17. We plot
UVGAPS detections and non-detections (Gaia-only) that are in the same region as the clouds. The
red lines indicate the distance to the clouds and in each cloud complex. We find that the Gaia-cloud
samples all extend to greater distances than the ones contained in UVGAPS. There is a sharp rise
in extinction at exactly the cloud’s location. The E(B-V) extinction rises with distance but near the
distance of the cloud E(B-V) towards stars show considerable scatter. UVGAPS is biased toward
bluer objects, so those objects not detected by GALEX are expected to lie behind the cloud. Stellar
reddening has a greater impact on NUV than the Gaia bands. As a result Gaia’s range extends
considerably farther. We find an apparent extinction limit around E(B-V) = 0.5 where barely any
UVGAPS objects are observed.
Our use of the Green et al. (2018) map relies on distances drawn from Gaia. In heavily ex-
tincted regions, maps such as the Schlegel et al. (1998) map show the entire line of sight and thus
overestimates the amount of foreground dust to a star, while the currently available 3D catalogs
have only a partial coverage of the Galactic Plane. The Green et al. (2018) 3D dust map relies on
Pan-STARRS data and ultimately does not include any dust measurements below -47.5◦ Declina-
tion, meaning a large section of our measurements (744,602 objects in UVGAPS-Gaia) are missing
dust measurements. We caution the use of mixing the two different dust maps due to the two dust
maps differing so widely. The Schlegel et al. (1998) map will always overestimate the extinction
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for a given line of sight compared to Green et al. (2018) even in regions where the extinction is not
high.
Dust in the Galactic Plane impacts our understanding of the distribution of hot, young (blue)
stars and their distances. The amount of gas and dust as well as the extinction increases as the
distance away from us increases so it is unlikely that any objects in our sample are farther than a
few kpc; their light will be absorbed by foreground dust. Blue objects that are very close may still
be extincted and we have shown they shift to different regions in our color-magnitude and color-
color plots. The dust features we see in our maps correspond to those seen in Marshall et al. (2006)
out to 1 kpc. They use 2MASS to create extinction maps at various distances looking toward the
Galactic center. Their Figure 8 shows a big difference between the upper and lower plane at the
Galactic center differing by as much as 0.3 mag. It is clear from our Figure 2.1 that there is more
extinction of UV objects in the upper than lower Galactic Plane. The dust severely obscures any
distant objects past 1 kpc, with this becoming more dramatic the further out you go.
2.6 Conclusion
Using recently calibrated GALEX data from the Galactic Plane, we present UVGAPS, a catalog of
2.8 million stars in the Galactic Plane. The catalog has a footprint of 6118 deg2 and completes most
of the regions missing from previous GALEX surveys. Though the observing mode is different,
the quality of the observations is similar enough to compare UVGAPS to prior surveys. The full
catalog will be available online. Many of these objects have NUV measurements for the first
time, warranting deeper follow up observations from other observatories like HST that can provide
deeper and more focused measurements.
The large footprint of this survey allows us to cross-match with several all-sky surveys such as
but not limited to Gaia and Pan-STARRS. While we focus on these two optical surveys, there is
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much to learn from the overlap of UVGAPS and other wavelength regimes. It is entirely possible
that within this catalog contains evidence of several rare and unique objects that typically reside in
the bluer end of the CMD but have yet to be discovered.
Future work involves refining the UVGAPS pipeline to reduce the number of false detections
in the catalog and false matches between catalogs. We include a discussion of Galactic dust, the
bluest stars in our galaxy, and molecular clouds within the plane but it is up to the reader to think
about how to best utilize these new NUV measurements for other studies.
Obj # FLUX AUTO FLUX AUTO err FLUX APER A IMAGE B IMAGE THETA IMAGE FWHM IMAGE Exposure Count Background
0 856.31 3.17 16.89 8.20 7.48 -62.82 25.37 7.04 18.0 0.029
1 1035.08 3.61 4.97 9.54 8.88 -74.76 30.78 7.14 5.0 0.033
2 489.18 2.36 41.49 6.17 4.60 -80.89 9.11 5.61 27.0 0.039
3 327.02 1.87 64.85 3.40 2.73 -46.99 5.48 6.07 40.0 0.034
4 49.66 0.77 15.44 2.24 1.89 -78.10 6.00 5.19 13.0 0.039
5 205.68 1.48 63.20 2.56 2.19 -56.58 4.12 6.15 57.0 0.029
6 132.70 1.30 8.94 4.81 2.83 86.02 22.14 8.07 11.0 0.025
7 33.55 0.64 14.08 1.86 1.61 -69.06 3.76 7.90 15.0 0.027
8 14.16 0.44 6.52 1.68 1.42 -81.43 4.35 5.85 7.0 0.029
9 379.30 2.05 20.04 5.40 4.48 8.75 18.78 4.78 7.0 0.039
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Relation for Red Clump Stars Using
GALEX and Gaia
3.1 Introduction
The Milky Way is host to a variety of stars spanning the entire stellar lifetime range. Average stars
like our Sun eventually become red giants, some of which populate a prominent feature in color-
magnitude diagrams (CMDs) called the red clump (RC) consisting of low-mass, metal-rich stars
in the core helium-burning stage of stellar evolution. A sizable fraction of Solar neighborhood
giants observed with Hipparcos are RC candidates (60%, Girardi (2016)). Metallicities for these
stars are readily available from surveys such as APOGEE. The metallicity of RC stars can be used
to understand the star formation history and ages of stars in the Milky Way and inform stellar
evolutionary models of RC, red giant and horizontal branch stars (Girardi (2016)). Populations of
This section contains text from an article published in ApJ ( 2019ApJ...872...95M)
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Figure 3.1: MG vs (NUV - G)0 distribution for the full parallax-selected (< 3.5 kpc) GAIS-Gaia
catalog (top panels) with matches with RC stars shown (bottom panels). The left panels show the
CMD without a Galactic extinction correction and the right panels apply a correction as described
in the text. The main locus at the center of each panel shows the main sequence. The RC stars are
overlaid and colored by [Fe/H]. There is a clear trend of metallicity with NUV - G color in both
cases. [Fe/H] from APOGEE DR14.
red giant stars that are at different distances will populate different regions of [α/Fe] versus [Fe/H]
space even showing some bimodality between high and low [α/Fe] stars in regions above the disk
(Hayden et al. (2015)).
Color is a proxy for effective temperature. Teff and the luminosity of a RC star remain relatively
constant throughout most of its life. Teff is dependent on the initial mass of the RC star (Girardi
(2016), Figure 1a) and will also depend on the metallicity. For an RC star of a given stellar
mass, the luminosity varies with the metallicity. Stars with a higher luminosity will have a lower
metallicity and vice versa (Girardi (2016)).
Several attempts to relate photometric measurements to metallicities have been made. Ruiz-
Dern et al. (2018) use photometry from Gaia DR1, Hipparcos, Tycho 2, 2MASS, APASS DR9, and
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Figure 3.2: MG vs GBP - GRP distribution for the full GAIS-Gaia catalog (top panels) with matches
with RC stars shown (bottom panels). The left panels show the CMD without a Galactic extinction
correction and the right panels apply a correction as described in the text.
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WISE and metallicities from various sources to calibrate a dereddened HR diagram. Ivezić et al.
(2008) attempt to create a metallicity map of the Milky Way using only SDSS photometry that have
similar metallicity errors to those measured from SDSS spectra. Cole et al. (2000) use Strömgren
vby photometry to obtain a color-metallicity relation for red giants in the Large Magellanic Cloud
and find that it is comparable with their spectroscopic results but practically useful for quickly
obtaining metallicities for many objects.
With the release of Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b)), the Milky Way can now be
probed to greater depths than ever before. The Gaia DR2 release presents parallax measurements
for over 1 billion stars, which provide crucial distance information and G-band measurements to
allow construction of the CMD of the Milky Way field population. We combine NUV-band data
from the GALEX All Sky Imaging Survey (GAIS, Martin et al. (2005)) with Gaia and a catalog
of RC stars from APOGEE DR14 (Ting et al. (2018)). RC stars are very faint in NUV and should
separate clearly from the main sequence. As RC stars have not been extensively probed in UV, this
study has the potential to strengthen our understanding the relation between UV-optical colors and
the physical properties of stars in this core helium-burning stage. In this paper, we focus on a (NUV
- G)0 color-metallicity relation and show how it compares to a similar color-metallicity relation
derived using optical colors. Finally, we also discuss how this relation compares to predictions
from stellar evolutionary model tracks, using the MIST code (Dotter (2016a), Choi et al. (2016),
Paxton et al. (2011), Paxton et al. (2013), Paxton et al. (2015)).
3.2 Observations
3.2.1 Red Clump Data
We build a sample of 5,175 RC stars from Ting et al. (2018) which is constructed using data from
the APOGEE (Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment, Majewski et al. (2017))
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Figure 3.3: Various statistics for our GAIS-Gaia RC sample. The sample is mostly restricted to
the upper Galactic Plane and at distances greater than 500 pc. We also overplot the low and high
[α/Fe] populations discussed further below.
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Figure 3.4: Teff from APOGEE vs extinction corrected (GBP - GRP )0 and (NUV - G)0 colored by
[Fe/H] for our RC sample. (GBP - GRP )0 shows significant scatter. (NUV - G)0 is more tightly
correlated with Teff , although we also identify a subpopulation of very blue outliers.
and LAMOST (Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope, Xiang et al. (2017b))
surveys. Ting et al. (2018) build a RC sample of Milky Way stars from APOGEE DR14 data
with ∼ 3% contamination from red giant stars. For our analysis we only used the pristine RC
sample obtained from APOGEE spectra. From its high signal-to-noise, near-infrared (1.51-1.70
µm) spectra, derived parameters such as metallicities, Teff , log g parameters are available, as well
as abundances for many elements. APOGEE elemental abundances are typically accurate to 0.2
dex over the metallicity range considered here (Garcı́a Pérez et al. (2016)).
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3.2.2 GAIS and Gaia DR2
The GALEX All Sky Imaging Survey (GAIS) contains NUV data for millions of objects across
the entire sky. Gaia DR2 provides Gaia G, GBP , and GRP magnitudes and parallaxes that can be
used to obtain distance information. The errors in G, GBP , and GRP are of the order of millimagni-
tudes. We apply a small error-dependent correction to the Gaia parallaxes (Lutz & Kelker (1973),
Oudmaijer et al. (1998)). We then invert the parallax to get a distance. To cross-match these data
we use the astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. (2013)) function search around sky with a search
radius of 3′′. In total we utilize coverage in GALEX NUV, Gaia G, GBP , GRP and the relevant
APOGEE footprint.
Galactic extinction plays a much larger role for the NUV than the other bands (Cardelli et al.
(1989b)) and will have a nontrivial effect on the location of objects in a CMD. To account for
this reddening we use the 3D dust map from Green et al. (2015), which gives EB−V as a function
of distance, in conjunction with Gaia parallax-derived distances to estimate the reddening in the
line of sight of each object in this catalog. The NUV - G color is dust-corrected (indicated by a 0
subscript) using these EB−V values, adopting RNUV from Yuan et al. (2013), and RG from Jordi
et al. (2010) who obtain RG values between 2.4 and 3.6. For our analysis, the extinction corrections
for NUV and G are NUV0 = NUV - EB−V × 7.24 and G0 = G - EB−V × 2.85. We are restricted to
the sky coverage of the Green et al. (2015) map and remove any objects in the GAIS-Gaia catalog
that do not overlap with the map.
For the final catalog we make several additional cuts to the data. The final catalog contains
objects that have detections in NUV, G, GBP , and GRP , [Fe/H] and Teff measurements, parallax
errors less than 10%, visibility periods used > 8, and distances less than 3500 pc. Additionally,
we use the RC Pristine Classification from Ting et al. (2018). We do not require the APOGEE
flags to be set to 0 for these objects (65 in total) however the removal of these objects do not
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Figure 3.5: [α/Fe] vs [Fe/H] colored by the dust corrected (NUV - G)0 (described in Figure 3.1).
Hawkins et al. (2015) discuss a cartoon depiction of this trend separating the lower branch (low
[α/Fe] stars) from the upper branch (High [α/Fe] stars). The lines drawn here are just a qualitative
cut based on the emergence of two different populations combined with work from Hawkins et al.
(2015).
impact our results. Our final catalog of GAIS and Gaia objects contains 10,357,542 objects. We
cross-match this catalog with the RC catalog and obtain 5,175 matches.
GAIS-Gaia does not appear to be limited to only very blue objects despite the expectation that
GALEX would not observe many red stars. There is a large population at the expected position of
the RC in the CMD. There are about 91% of objects in the main catalog along the Main Sequence
versus 4% of objects in the RC.
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3.3 Results
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show UV-optical and optical CMD histograms for the GAIS-Gaia catalog,
using both uncorrected and Galactic extinction-corrected magnitudes. The general shape of the
UV-optical CMD is very similar to that of optical: a large main sequence with the red giant branch
and RC prominently displayed. The main sequence stretches from (NUV - G)0 = 8 and MG = 6 to
(NUV - G)0 = 2.5 and MG = 1, and is where the bulk of the survey matches appear. The secondary
locus around (NUV - G)0 = 8 and MG = 0 (Hawkins et al. (2017)) is populated by red giants,
notably RC stars. The spread of the entire RC in (NUV - G)0 is unlike that seen in (GBP - GRP )0,
spreading over 4 magnitudes compared to a spread of 0.7 magnitudes in (GBP - GRP )0, as shown
in Figure 3.2. The spread could be due to the age, metallicity, and extinction of the RC stars. As
discussed further below, our optical CMD is similar to that of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a)
that shows the appearance of a RC for low extinction sources (E(B - V) < 0.015) in DR2.
We show a portion of our catalog-matched RC sample in Table 3.1. In Figures 3.1 and 3.2 we
overplot this sample in the bottom panels. The RC stars show a clear NUV-optical color-dependent
trend with [Fe/H] (higher [Fe/H] at redder (NUV - G)0 and vice-versa, shown in Figure 3.1). This
spread is unique to (NUV - G)0 color, especially when the dust correction is applied. In Figure
3.3 we show the distributions for the RC stars of Galactic longitude, distance, NUV magnitude
and E(B - V). The E(B - V) for most of this sample is less than 0.1, suggesting relatively small
extinction corrections. Most of the RC sample is between 18 < NUV < 20. The GAIS survey
limit is 21 (5σ) indicating this sample is reasonably complete out to our distance limit.
Using the derived parameters from APOGEE, we show in Figure 3.4 that the RC UV-optical
color also correlates with effective temperature. The trend for (GBP - GRP )0 is much weaker
and more highly scattered. From a line fit, we measure σ(BP−RP )0 = 0.11 and σ(NUV−G)0 = 0.43.
Compared to the slope of the RC in each color, the relative scatter is 3.3 times smaller in (NUV -
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G)0 than in (GBP - GRP )0. If we simply look at the coefficient of determination, r2(BP−RP )0 = 0.15
while r2(NUV−G)0 = 0.66.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Spectroscopic Catalog-matched Sample
In this section we define an ultraviolet-optical color-metallicity relation. First we separate our RC
sample into two subsamples of low and high [α/Fe] stars. Figure 3.5 shows [α/Fe] vs [Fe/H] and
distinguishes between low and high [α/Fe] stars using a simple cut in [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] (Hawkins
et al. (2015), Nidever et al. (2014), Li et al. (2018)). This cut is qualitative and only used to
distinguish the two loci of points. The equation used to find the high [α/Fe] stars is
[α/Fe] >

−0.22× [Fe/H] + 0.069 if [Fe/H] < 0.02
0.065 if [Fe/H] > 0.02
(3.1)
The high [α/Fe] stars overall have a much higher [α/Fe], especially at lower [Fe/H]. The [α/Fe]
- [Fe/H] relation is a unique way to separate different Galactic components to understand the star
formation history of different parts of the Milky Way. The low [α/Fe] stars are thought to be
considerably younger than the high [α/Fe] stars because of the smaller amount of α elements (O,
Mg, Si, Ca, and Ti) for a given [Fe/H]. We see the same separation as in Nidever et al. (2014)
between the low and high α sequence around [Fe/H] = 0.2.
The majority of high [α/Fe] stars are bluer than the low [α/Fe] subsample. Alternatively, at a
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given (NUV - G)0, the high [α/Fe] stars have a lower [Fe/H] than their low [α/Fe] counterparts.
While none of the low [α/Fe] stars are metal poor enough to be considered halo stars (typically
metallicities of [Fe/H] < -0.5), they are not significantly different from the entire sample in other
quantities except [α/Fe]. The trends for the two different populations present in Figure 3.5 suggest
different color-metallicity relations between them.
In Figure 3.6 we show a clear trend between (NUV - G)0 color and metallicity for the full
sample that spans a wider range of color than in optical wavelengths as shown in Figure 3.1. This
relation becomes much tighter when an extinction correction is added. We also separate the two
low and high [α/Fe] populations in the middle and bottom panels, respectively. We obtain the
following relationship for the full extinction-corrected sample:
[Fe/H] = 0.256(NUV −G)0 − 2.204. (3.2)
The standard deviation from the linear fit is σ[Fe/H] ∼ 0.16 dex. Equation 2 provides a new
means to determine metallicity from photometry with a precision similar to low-resolution spec-
troscopy (e.g. SDSS SEGUE, Lee et al. (2011), where they measure [Fe/H] to a precision of 0.23
dex) but at a much cheaper cost and can be obtained for many more stars. The standard deviations
of the fits to the low and high [α/Fe] subsamples are 0.146 and 0.12 respectively. If we fit Teff to
model [Fe/H] instead of (NUV - G)0, we get standard deviations for the full, low and high [α/Fe]
samples of 0.192, 0.154 and 0.111, the first two being larger than their (NUV - G)0 fit counterparts
and the high [α/Fe] standard deviation being roughly the same. The coefficient of determination
of all three are 0.58, 0.56, and 0.74 respectively.
The two different low and high [α/Fe] populations from Figure 3.5 appear to have different
color-metallicity relations. High [α/Fe] stars have much less scatter from the relation than low
[α/Fe] stars and the slope is higher in the high [α/Fe] color-metallicity relation. At the very metal
poor end ([Fe/H] < -0.6) RC stars appear to be a part of the galaxy’s thick disk (Brook et al.
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Figure 3.6: [Fe/H] vs (NUV - G)0 colored by [α/Fe] without (left) and with (right) a Galactic
extinction correction. We find several outliers at (NUV - G)0 < 6. One suggestion is that these
objects are binaries but that is uncertain. What we do know is that these objects populate a region
in CMD space that is outside of the typical RC population seen in Figure 3.1. The middle panels
show low [α/Fe] stars and the bottom panels show [α/Fe] high stars. Each fit is done only on the
data in that panel. We include all six fits in their corresponding panels. The (NUV - G)0 spread
over 4 magnitudes is much greater than in optical colors. The color-metallicity relation has a weak
dependence on [α/Fe]. The trend tightens when corrected for Galactic extinction.
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Figure 3.7: [Fe/H] vs (NUV - G)0 for stars within the RC box described in the text. The blue line
is the dust-corrected fit for the entire spectroscopically selected sample from the top right panel of
figure 3.6 while the orange line is the fit to the photometrically selected sample. The data match
the trend we see at (NUV - G)0 > 7.5. The slopes of the fits are the same with an offset in the
y-intercept.
(2012), Hawkins et al. (2015)) and from Figure 3.5 they are bluer objects in general. The low
[α/Fe] population also shows objects that are bluer than expected, including several outliers bluer
than (NUV - G)0 < 6, some of which could be binaries. We will leave a more detailed discussion of
these outliers to future papers. Even with the presence of outliers, the overall relation is still about
as precise as spectroscopy. If we apply the same analysis to just the Bovy et al. (2014) sample
(which the Ting et al. (2018) sample does contain) then we get a standard deviation of σ = 0.12.
This is better than the full sample but using only 208 objects to fit versus our full sample. The
scatter in the relation and overall shape of ∆[Fe/H] is still very similar to that of the full sample.
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Figure 3.8: [Fe/H] vs (NUV - G)0 using a fit that includes a linear [α/Fe] term.
3.4.2 Photometrically Selected Sample
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this color-metallicty relation, we select a subset of photometrically-
defined RC stars from the CMD in Figure 3.1. We define our RC box as bound at 6 > (NUV -
G)0 > 10.5 and 0.9 > MG > -0.1. This region contains many possible RC candidates from which
one can also derive asteroseismic parameters with minimal contamination from RGB stars using
the methods in Hawkins et al. (2018). The main source of bias comes from uncertainties in NUV
which would restrict the range of objects detectable by GALEX. If we assume the contamination
in our new CMD cut sample is greater and only use this color cut to define our RC stars we can
see how well this choice of box limits performs. We apply ASPCAPFLAG = 0 and log g < 3 to
our catalog and get a subsample of 4,656 RC stars, or 90%.
We apply the same cuts as described in section 2.2 to a matched catalog between GAIS, Gaia
DR2, and APOGEE DR14 and replot the [Fe/H] - (NUV - G)0 relation with these data in Figure
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3.7. The overall trend between ultraviolet-optical color and metallicity closely matches that of the
spectroscopically-obtained RC sample. The scatter in the relation is larger but this is likely due to
contamination from other giant stars. There is an offset at (NUV - G)0 < 8 for the highest [α/Fe]
stars which likely is due to the steeper relation for the high [α/Fe] stars in this sample. If we fit this
test sample but separate them by their low and high [α/Fe] components, we get standard deviations
of 0.21, 0.21 and 0.16 for the whole, low and high [α/Fe] samples respectively. As is seen in Figure
3.6, the high [α/Fe] subsample tends to model the data better.
Photometric-metallicity relations have been calculated or observed in the past. For example,
Ivezić et al. (2008) use F and G main-sequence stars to derive a relation between [Fe/H], u - g and
g - r. The u - g color, or the UV excess, depends on metallicity because of the high absorption of
metals at bluer colors, affecting the star’s flux. This UV excess depends on the g - r color which is
related to the star’s effective temperature. RC stars are known to have a flux-temperature relation
that varies greatly depending on the metallicity. Metal line blanketing may also play a role due
to the high [Fe/H] values in this sample (Girardi (2016), Choi et al. (2016)). Metals in stellar
atmospheres absorb blue light due to metal line blanketing and should show significant absorption
in bluer wavelengths like NUV. In our sample these metal-rich stars are the reddest, with (NUV
- G)0 values reaching up to 10 magnitudes versus the blue end at (NUV - G)0 = 6 containing the
most metal poor stars (Figure 3.6). Due to their similarity, these trends may also hold for stars
along the giant branch albeit with increased scatter within our empirical data due to the different
physical properties between the whole range of giant branch stars versus the narrow red clump. We
attempted to model this photometric-metallicity relation using [α/Fe] terms in a variety of ways
(similar to the method in Ivezić et al. (2008)), one of which is shown in Figure 3.8. These fits that
use [α/Fe] are not significantly better than our relation that uses only a linear (NUV - G)0 term.
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3.4.3 Comparison to Models
Finally we explore how our relation compares to predictions from a recently developed stellar
evolutionary code. The MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST) model provides tracks and
photometric outputs for a full range of stellar masses and metallicities with sufficient resolution
to follow short-lived evolutionary stages (Choi et al. (2016)). We used evolutionary tracks for
the range of masses (1 to 2.5 M and metallicities ( -1.0 < [Fe/H] < 0.4; 0.25 dex steps) likely to
appear in the Milky Way field RC population. Our models assume Solar abundances, and therefore
do not include a range of alpha enhancement. Luminosities were calculated in G, GBP , GRP , and
NUV bands, using the most up to date Gaia bandpasses. We applied a photometric selection to the
final outputs, selecting stars in a similar region for the RC in the CMD, as described above, while
also restricting the model to the core helium-burning phase (MESA EEP 631-707). These cuts
allow a wide range of stellar masses but we find that the metallicity vs. NUV - G color relation in
the models is only weakly dependent on initial mass and age during this stage. Our selection cuts
also include at least part of the region of the CMD known as the “secondary red clump” though we
leave discussion of the distinct red clumps to future work. In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 we plot NUV
vs [Fe/H] colored by Teff and log g, respectively. The extinction-corrected fits for the full sample
and high [α/Fe]-only subsample are shown on both plots.
The linear fits in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 provide a good match to the models over most of the
metallicity range of our RC sample. Bluer stars tend to be hotter and have a lower metallicity and
vice versa. The fit lines overlap models with the Teff range in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.9 shows that
our mean fits are consistent with models with log g ∼ 2.4, with the high [α/Fe] stars having a
slightly lower log g (and Teff) at fixed metallicity, though the difference in log g between the mean
of the two populations is very small (about 0.05). The larger scatter with increasing metallicity in
the models is also seen in Figure 3.6, most notably in the low [α/Fe] subsample. The scatter can
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be at least partially explained by scatter seen in the stellar evolution models for a range of stellar
masses and ages. Other factors, such as errors in Galactic extinction, binarity, and a range of alpha
enhancement may also contribute to the scatter. This topic will be studied in future papers.
RC stars are used as standard candles in infrared due to their constant absolute magnitude and
color. Metallicity, mass, age, and extinction make their use as standard candles difficult in bluer
wavelengths. Using the color-metallicity relation we can create a metallicity map of the Galaxy
(e.g. Önal Taş et al. (2016)) and increase the accuracy of RC stars as standard candles. These
results also have implications on the use of RC stars as extinction probes. Yanchulova Merica-
Jones et al. (2017) use HST observations that extend to the NUV and explain the spread in color
as due to extinction. They conclude the RC is confined to a small region in the CMD with similar
metallicities. Instead, we see a large spread in (NUV - G)0 with a range of metallicities, indicating
that metallicity may play a non-trivial role in understanding the RC in CMD space. Their use
as extinction probes and extinction mapping (seen in Girardi (2016) in areas such as the Large
Magellanic Cloud and the Milky Way bulge) will vary depending on the star’s metallicity and age,
affecting the assumption that there is no systematic variation in intrinsic RC properties.
RA Dec NUV (NUV - G)0 GBP (GBP - GRP )0 E(B - V) DM [Fe/H] Teff [α/Fe]
(◦) (◦) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (K)
0.1300 15.2717 18.11 ± 0.03 7.46 ± 0.03 11.17 ± 0.00 1.16 ± 0.00 0.04 10.41 -0.41 ± 0.01 4931.00 0.10 ± 0.02
0.2081 16.3654 19.40 ± 0.07 8.82 ± 0.07 11.18 ± 0.00 1.31 ± 0.00 0.04 10.13 0.06 ± 0.01 4699.00 0.01 ± 0.01
0.3194 15.3927 19.49 ± 0.06 9.78 ± 0.06 10.36 ± 0.00 1.39 ± 0.00 0.04 9.10 0.34 ± 0.01 4553.00 0.02 ± 0.01
0.4016 0.2359 18.97 ± 0.04 8.80 ± 0.04 10.74 ± 0.00 1.26 ± 0.00 0.02 9.61 0.04 ± 0.01 4723.00 -0.01 ± -0.42
0.5204 15.0377 19.08 ± 0.05 7.55 ± 0.05 12.04 ± 0.00 1.17 ± 0.00 0.05 11.27 -0.36 ± 0.01 4915.00 0.13 ± 0.02
0.6003 16.4273 17.30 ± 0.02 7.94 ± 0.02 9.90 ± 0.00 1.20 ± 0.00 0.03 9.03 -0.24 ± 0.01 4826.00 0.03 ± 0.02
0.6012 16.9140 19.10 ± 0.06 8.48 ± 0.06 11.18 ± 0.00 1.24 ± 0.00 0.03 10.17 -0.01 ± 0.01 4782.00 0.03 ± 0.06
0.6975 17.1347 17.58 ± 0.03 8.38 ± 0.03 9.77 ± 0.00 1.24 ± 0.00 0.03 9.25 -0.23 ± 0.01 4734.00 0.02 ± 0.01
0.9191 16.9788 18.68 ± 0.05 8.95 ± 0.05 10.37 ± 0.00 1.37 ± 0.00 0.03 9.18 0.17 ± 0.01 4548.00 0.05 ± 0.04
0.9634 75.8578 19.44 ± 0.34 8.37 ± 0.34 11.79 ± 0.00 1.53 ± 0.00 0.30 10.67 0.15 ± 0.01 4929.00 -0.01 ± -0.01
(1) Gaia RA, (2) Gaia Dec, (3) GALEX NUV, (4) dust corrected NUV - G, (5) Gaia GBP , (6) dust
corrected GBP - GRP , (7) E(B - V) from Green et al. (2015), (8) Distance Modulus, (9) stellar
metallicity, (10) the effective temperature from APOGEE ± 91.47 K for all values, (11) alpha
abundance.
Table 3.1: GAIS RC Catalog. This table is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format.
A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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Figure 3.9: (a) log g histogram of our catalog showing a peak around 2.4. (b) log g vs log(Teff ).
We see a clear trend relating log g, Teff with [Fe/H].
3.5 Conclusion
Using a sample of 5,175 RC stars from APOGEE with data from GALEX and Gaia, we identify the
RC in UV-optical CMD space as well as the existence of a color-metallicity relation that is tighter
in (NUV - G)0 than (GBP - GRP )0. We see a strong dependence of color on Teff and metallicity. As
part of this analysis, we apply a Galactic extinction correction using a 3-D dust map from Green
et al. (2015) and Gaia distances, which further tightens the relation. If we separate the sample into
low and high [α/Fe] stars, high [α/Fe] stars appear bluer than their low [α/Fe] counterparts for a
given temperature and redder at a fixed metallicity. Finally, we find a tight relation between (NUV
- G)0 and [Fe/H] with a standard deviation of about σ = 0.16 that can be used to estimate stellar
metallicities of RC stars when a spectroscopic metallicity measurement is missing. This relation
will be used to obtain photometric metallicities from other stars in the same CMD space as RC
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Figure 3.10: Figure 3.6 plotted with MIST stellar evolution models colored by Teff . The blue line
is the fit to the entire sample and the red line is the fit to only the high [α/Fe] stars. Models are
calculated using cuts described in text at discrete initial metallicities, spaced by 0.25 dex, though
the bands in the plots are dithered for clarity. These plots are purely illustrative of the spread of
color vs metallicity vs mass, etc. They do not correct or cut based on the lifetime of the star in each
evolutionary phase and therefore overrepresent some parts of the population.
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Figure 3.11: Figure 6 plotted with MIST stellar evolution models colored by log g. The blue and
red lines and dithering of points for clarity are the same as in Figure 3.10.
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candidates using only their UV-optical color. An NUV Galactic Plane survey (UVGAPS, Chapter
2) will provide NUV measurements for the Galactic Plane for the first time using GALEX. This
survey will provide millions of new objects brighter than NUV = 20 magnitude that will aid in
RC investigations as well as many other fields in Galactic astronomy. Spectroscopic followup of
these candidates could confirm their RC status using the method of Hawkins et al. (2018) and Ting
et al. (2018) and allow us to further understand the UV-optical color-metallicity-age relation. RC
stars are excellent extinction probes and if their metallicity is known it is enough to use a CMD
to fit for its extinction values. Using our color-metallicity relation in conjunction with extinction
measurements from Green et al. (2015) we can narrow the variables to mass and age.
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Chapter 4
The Red Clump in the Thin and Thick Disk
4.1 Introduction
The Milky Way is host to stars spanning the entire stellar lifetime range. Average stars like our Sun
eventually become red giants, some of which populate a prominent feature in the color-magnitude
diagram (CMD) called the Red Clump (RC), consisting of low-mass stars in the core helium-
burning stage of stellar evolution. A sizable fraction of Solar neighborhood giants observed with
Hipparcos are RC candidates (60%, Girardi (2016)). Metallicities for many of these stars are now
readily available from surveys such as APOGEE (Majewski et al. (2017)). The metallicity of RC
stars can be used to inform stellar evolutionary models of RC, red giant, and horizontal branch
stars (Girardi (2016)) and understand the star formation history and ages of stars in the Milky
Way. Chemical abundance measures show that RC stars follow the same bimodal distribution in
the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] plane seen for APOGEE red giants (Hayden et al. (2015)) with low [α/Fe]
stars more typically found in the regions above and below the Galactic thin disk, typically called
the thick disk.
The Teff and the luminosity of a star is expected to remain relatively constant throughout most
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of its life in the RC. During the core helium-burning evolutionary phase that predominantly char-
acterizes the RC population (Dotter (2016b)), Teff should depend on the initial mass of the RC star
(Girardi (2016), Figure 1a) and will also depend on the metallicity. For an RC star of a given stellar
mass, the luminosity varies with the metallicity; stars with a higher luminosity will have a lower
metallicity and stars with a lower luminosity will have a higher metallicity (Girardi (2016)).
Several attempts to correlate photometric luminosities and colors with metallicities have been
made. Cole et al. (2000) use Strömgren vby photometry to obtain a color-metallicity relation for
red giants in the Large Magellanic Cloud and find that it is comparable with their spectroscopic
measures but practically useful for quickly obtaining metallicities for many objects. The metallic-
ity map of the Milky Way from Ivezić et al. (2008) uses only Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
photometry and has similar metallicity errors to those measured from SDSS spectra. Reddening is
an important confounding effect on the use of colors to derive stellar metallicities. For example,
Ruiz-Dern et al. (2018) use photometry from Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b)), Hipparcos
(Perryman et al. (1997)), Tycho 2 (Høg et al. (2000)), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. (2006)), APASS
(Henden et al. (2016)), and WISE (Wright et al. (2010)) and metallicities from various sources to
calibrate a dereddened HR diagram. The dereddened HR diagram provides more accurate intrinsic
luminosities required to measure metallicities in the RC. There has been little work done on RC
stars in UV and exploring this underutilized field can add to our knowledge of RC star evolution.
With the release of Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b)), the Milky Way can now be
probed to greater depths than ever before. The Gaia DR2 release presents parallax measurements
for over 1 billion stars, which provide crucial distance information and G-band measurements to
allow construction of the CMD of the Milky Way field population. We combine NUV-band data
from the GALEX All Sky Imaging Survey (GAIS, Martin et al. (2005)) with Gaia and stellar
surveys from APOGEE DR14 (Majewski et al. (2017)) and LAMOST (Xiang et al. (2017b)) to
create a catalog of RC stars.
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Extinction plays a large role in determining the observed distribution of RC stars. Those in the
very dusty MW disk will be very reddened or obscured entirely. Due to observational selection,
most of the RC stars in existing samples are found in higher latitude regions above or below the
Galactic Plane despite most of the mass in the Milky Way existing within the plane.
In this paper, we focus on a (NUV - G)0 color-metallicity relation and show how it compares
to measurements made in Mohammed et al. (2019) for high latitude stars outside the Galactic
Plane. Here we make use of a new catalog of ultraviolet measurements of RC stars in the Galactic
Plane, along with corollary spectroscopic data recently obtained for these stars, using Mohammed
et al. (2019) as an out-of-plane comparative sample. The principal aim is to understand whether
the properties of different populations in and out of the plane—with different abundances, ages,
and stellar masses—impact the empirical (NUV - G)0 color-metallicity relation. Finally, we also
discuss how this relation compares to predictions from stellar evolutionary model tracks, using the
MIST code (Dotter (2016b), Choi et al. (2016), Paxton et al. (2011), Paxton et al. (2013), Paxton
et al. (2015)).
4.2 Observations
4.2.1 GAIS and UVGAPS
We primarily make use of two GALEX catalogs: The GALEX All-sky Imaging Survey (GAIS) and
UVGAPS (The Ultraviolet Galactic Plane Survey, Chapter 2 of this dissertation). GAIS contains
measurements in NUV and some in FUV for millions of stars in the Milky Way, mostly out of the
Galactic Plane. We make use of UVGAPS, which contains GALEX NUV band data of comparable
quality to GAIS for about 3 x 106 Galactic Plane objects, and significantly fills in the Galactic Plane
gap in GAIS.
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Figure 4.1: Dust corrected color-magnitude diagrams of both GALEX catalogs (GAIS and
UVGAPS left to right, respectively) matched with APOGEE-2 and Huang et al. (2020) with
LAMOST. In both UV catalogs, three main features appear: the Main Sequence, the red giant
branch, and the RC. APOGEE-2’s coverage in the Galactic Plane is slim, leading to a CMD that
is much less defined in UVGAPS than GAIS. Additionally, due to significant dust in the Plane,
the UVGAPS+APOGEE-2 selection favors hot, luminous stars that are highly reddened, leading
to a much bluer tail end of the main sequence when a dust correction is applied. The Huang et al.
(2020) data is restricted to the RC and is overlayed for comparison to the APOGEE RC data.
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4.2.2 Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2 Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b) is an all-sky mission providing G, BP, and RP band
measurements as well as parallaxes that we can use to infer distances for 1 billion stars in our
Milky Way. When matched with GAIS using a search radius of 3′′, we obtain a catalog of over
22 million objects. Similarly, we use Astropy Collaboration et al. (2013) to match Gaia DR2 with
UVGAPS and obtain a catalog of 2,469,504 objects.
4.2.3 Red Clump Data
We gather data primarily from two sources, the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution
Experiment (APOGEE-2, Majewski et al. (2017)) and the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre
Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST, Xiang et al. (2017b)) Galactic spectroscopic surveys, which
both contain spectra, metallicities and physical properties of over 103 of objects in the Milky Way.
APOGEE-2 is part of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV (SDSS-IV) that now has coverage over the
entire sky with the inclusion of two southern hemisphere telescopes. APOGEE-2 includes almost
5 x 105 stars, many of which are located in the Main Sequence but with a significant fraction of RC
and red giant stars. To obtain a RC sample in APOGEE-2, we use a color cut in NUV - G and MG,
described below. We compare this cut to the RC sample presented in Ting et al. (2018), which we
used in our analysis of RC stars outside the plane in Mohammed et al. (2019).
Our RC stars from LAMOST come from Huang et al. (2020) who produced a catalog of
1.4 x 105 RC stars selected by their location in effective temperature-surface gravity and color-
metallicity plots, which were vetted using Kepler astroseismology data. We primarily make use
of APOGEE-2 and LAMOST’s measurements in log g, effective temperature, [Fe/H], and [α/Fe],
and LAMOST’s mass and age measurements derived from LAMOST spectra.
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Figure 4.2: Catalog counts for each sub-catalog matching GAIS, UVGAPS, APOGEE, and LAM-
OST. The lack of APOGEE and LAMOST overlap in UVGAPS leads to significantly less matches
than their GAIS counterparts. All of the UVGAPS and APOGEE matches are contained within the
UVGAPS and LAMOST sub-catalog.
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4.3 Results
We create 4 catalogs from these results: APOGEE-2 and LAMOST matched RC samples for
GAIS-Gaia and UVGAPS-Gaia. The Apogee-2 matches for GAIS and UVGAPS are 75,145 and
6,831 objects total, and their RC catalogs are 16,217 and 413 objects respectively. This is a sig-
nificant increase in RC objects in GAIS than in Mohammed et al. (2019) which contained 5,157
RC objects matched with a catalog from Ting et al. (2018) using Apogee-1 data. LAMOST has
33,689 objects in GAIS and 973 in UVGAPS. The cross match catalog counts are listed in Figure
4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the APOGEE CMD selection box with the LAMOST RC displayed above it.
The box sizes are different because APOGEE matches below (NUV - G)0 = 6.5 were very likely
to be false matches.
To compare the derived physical properties from the APOGEE-2 and LAMOST GALEX cat-
alogs, we use measurements in [Fe/H], log g, and Teff . APOGEE-2 and LAMOST measurements
in Teff differ by about 100 K and [Fe/H] = 0.1 dex, or within the respective catalog errors (the
average Teff and [Fe/H] errors are 100 K and 0.1 dex for both APOGEE and LAMOST) while the
difference in log g is close to 0. Despite these differences in derived physical properties, the trends
we will discuss in this paper are not impacted enough to change our main conclusions.
[α/Fe] and [Fe/H] can be used to separate RC stars cleanly into two populations as seen in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The lower [α/Fe] population primarily consists of thin disk stars, and higher
[α/Fe] region is populated by thick disk stars (Hawkins et al. (2015)). Thin disk stars result from
star formation in the disk and are generally expected to have formed more recently. As a result
they are expected to have higher a [Fe/H] than their thick disk counterparts. Conversely, thick disk
stars are expected to be older with the population extending to lower [Fe/H]. Although the GAIS
catalog used in Mohammed et al. (2019) does not have much coverage within the Galactic Plane,
UVGAPS exclusively targets low Galactic latitudes. By combining these samples we are able to
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Figure 4.3: [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H], colored by dust corrected NUV - G using our GAIS and APOGEE
matched sample. Two distinct loci clump together, indicating the presence of a Milky Way thin
and thick disk as seen in Hawkins et al. (2015). We use these two groups throughout this paper
and separate our catalogs into thin and thick disk populations.
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Figure 4.4: [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H], colored by dust corrected NUV - G as in Figure 4.3, but using the
Huang et al. (2020) LAMOST catalog. The thick disk is very similar to that shown in Figure 4.3
with a dearth of high [Fe/H] objects and more low [Fe/H] objects. The thin disk has a different
slope between the two catalogs with many more APOGEE RC stars appearing at [Fe/H] < -0.8.
These low metallicity objects could be halo stars of various types masked as RC stars due to the
qualitative color-magnitude cut shown in Figure 4.1.
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understand the different populations of thin and thick disk RC stars in the Milky Way. We are
limited by the number of RC stars in UVGAPS but the fact that they are mostly within the thin
disk allows us to considerably increase the size and range of this sample.
Figure 4.5 highlights the differences between GAIS and UVGAPS split up into their thin and
thick disk populations. The key difference here is the lack of high [Fe/H] stars in the thick disk.
The UVGAPS sample does not have many thick disk stars (33 total). GAIS has RC stars that are
more distant, dimmer in NUV, and with a lower overall extinction. The UVGAPS matched catalog
has many more (NUV - G)0 < 7 objects, indicating either a UV excess possible blend/mismatch
discussed further below. Figure 4.6 shows the separation of thin, low [Fe/H] and thick disk, high
[Fe/H] RC stars across a range of temperatures. Possible UV excess objects appear in the thin disk
population but none in the thick disk for both GAIS and UVGAPS.
Figure 4.7 reproduces the main result of Mohammed et al. (2019), showing the tight color-
metallicity relation between (NUV - G)0 and [Fe/H]. Metallicities can be photometrically deter-
mined for stars that have measurements in NUV and G. The thin and thick disk populations show
a distinct separation here, with some high [α/Fe] stars appearing in the thin disk at very low metal-
licities (see Figure 4.3 again for the thin/thick disk cutoff).
4.4 Discussion
In this section we investigate in more detail the UV-metallicity relation and its variation across
the RC sample. First, we assess whether the metallicity-abundance cut yields observational trends
that are broadly consistent with the interpretation that we have separated the RC population into
thin and thick disk subsamples. We then follow this with a more detailed investigation of those
aspects that could contribute to UV colors and/or UV excess or deficiencies. Specifically, UV
photometry from the thin disk population may require a larger correction for dust attenuation.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of Galactic latitude, Gaia-derived distances, GALEX NUV, and dust cor-
rection for the GAIS and UVGAPS matches in the RC shown for the APOGEE data. We further
categorize these objects as either thin or thick disk, using a cut in [α/Fe] and [Fe/H]. Many of our
objects are around 1 kpc away and fairly dim in NUV. The thin disk dominates the UVGAPS RC
sample while there is more of an even spread in the GAIS sample. There is also a much higher
average dust correction applied to the RC stars in UVGAPS than in GAIS due to the significant
amount of dust in the Plane.
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Figure 4.6: Dust corrected GALEX NUV - Gaia G vs. effective temperature colored by [Fe/H]
using the APOGEE samples. We separate these plots into their thin and thick disk components,
and by our GAIS and UVGAPS catalogs. The red lines are a fit to the total population from
Mohammed et al. (2019) ((NUV - G)0 = -0.00474 * Teff + 30.8), while the black lines are fits to
our GAIS, thin, and thick disk populations for both the GAIS and UVGAPS panels. The GAIS
thick disk contains mostly low [Fe/H] RC stars while the thin disk has a metallicity gradient from
low to high (NUV - G)0. UVGAPS has scarce coverage in the thick disk, and the UVGAPS thin
disk objects populate the mostly very blue, low metallicity region mirrored in the UVGAPS thin
disk component.
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Beyond this correction, the dominant drivers of the UV colors are likely to be stellar mass and/or
age of the corresponding RC subpopulation. Additionally, abundance variations may themselves
lead to distinct UV colors at fixed temperature, age, and metallicity. We also explore whether UV
excess signatures might result from additional physics (such as rotation) or binarity. Finally we
address the extent to which stellar evolutionary models are consistent with our observations, and
whether the models also support a division into distinct subsamples separated by stellar mass and
age.
4.4.1 RC Population in the Thin vs. Thick Disk, and their Differences In and
Out of the Plane
The thin and thick disk portions of the Milky Way represent different physical locations within our
galaxy and as a result of the galaxy’s evolution, possess different stellar chemical and kinematic
properties. The thick disk is comprised of mostly older more metal-poor stars while the opposite
holds for the thin disk, which formed at a later stage of the Milky Way’s timeline and contains
most of the stellar mass in the Milky Way disk. Height above or below the Galactic Plane can also
establish a connection with specific regions or structures within the Milky Way.
Thin and thick disk stars can be separated by a simple cut in [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] space with
different implications for each population. Figure 4.3 in Sun et al. (2020) separate their thin and
thick disk populations by two lines instead of a single cut as is typically done (Hawkins et al.
(2017)) and introduce an intermediary thin-thick disk population. For the present analysis, stars in
the middle region are simply split into one of the two subsamples. Our previous paper Mohammed
et al. (2019) separates stars into low and high [α/Fe] populations based on the catalog used in Ting
et al. (2018). Interpreting the Fe-abundance cut was outside of the scope of that paper but now
with a UVGAPS RC sample we can begin to understand how it connects to the different thin/thick
disk populations. We use APOGEE and LAMOST to include as many RC stars as possible in our
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Figure 4.7: [Fe/H] vs. dust corrected NUV - G, colored by [α/Fe] using the LAMOST samples.
We again separate the catalog into thin and thick disk populations, and plot red trend lines seen
in Mohammed et al. (2019), this time for each total, thin, and thick disk population. The black
lines are fits for our GAIS total, thin, and thick disk populations. The thin disk in both GAIS and
UVGAPS have objects that mostly follow the trend line, and ones that fall off into bluer (NUV
- G)0 space. This could be caused by any number of reasons, including but not limited to dust
extinction or a UV excess exhibited in these RC stars.
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Figure 4.8: [Fe/H] vs. dust corrected NUV - G, separated into thick and thin disk components and
by Galactic latitude increasing by 10 degrees each panel using the GAIS LAMOST sample. Two
trend lines colored by green and red highlight the thin and thick disk respectively from Mohammed
et al. (2019). The higher the latitude, the more the two populations separate with thin disk RC stars
being more metal poor and bluer and vice versa for thick disk stars.
analysis.
Figure 4.8 shows the color-metallicity relation as a function of Galactic latitude and the classifi-
cation of “thin” vs. “thick” using the abundance-metallicity cut. As expected, the ‘thin’ subsample
populates much of the low Galactic latitude |gb| < 30◦ region, while “thick” subsample stars are
most populous from 20◦ < |gb| < 90◦. Our observed trends provide further support the treatment
of these subsamples as physically distinct populations. The thick disk is typically linear in its
distribution in (NUV - G)-Teff , (NUV - G)-[Fe/H] space.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 also show the color-metallicity relation, now plotted vs. age and mass,
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a significant addition to the work in Mohammed et al. (2019). The thick disk mostly has older,
less massive RC stars, typical of stars located farther way from the Galactic Plane. The thin
disk overwhelmingly has young, massive RC stars, with some old, less massive stars that would
typically be in the thick disk appear here that are high in [α/Fe]. Sun et al. (2020) discuss the
appearance of these α-enhanced stars in the Galactic disk, stating these objects may appear to be
young but are truly old RC stars that possibly are the result of stellar mergers.
Thin disk stars are usually associated with young, metal rich stars while thick disk stars are
older and more metal poor. Thin disk stars on average are much closer than thick disk stars. Using
the GAIS and UVGAPS samples, it is already apparent that the Galactic Plane contains many more
thin than thick disk RC stars.
One concern is contamination of the RC sample by RGB stars. For some parameters, RC stars
are different than their RGB neighbors on the CMD. RC stars are typically concentrated in log g
vs. Teff space while RGB stars span a wider range of metallicities, log g, and Teff . At the same
time, many properties are similar. Wu et al. (2019) present a catalog of 0.64 million RGB stars
with RC stars removed. Their [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] distribution of RGB stars occupies the same space
as the RC.
Figure 4.11 shows a locus of objects at log g ∼ 2.4 and Teff ∼ 4900 K where we typically
expect RC stars to populate (Badenes et al. (2018), Xiang et al. (2017a), Wu et al. (2019)). Thick
disk stars tend to have a lower log g than their thin disk counterparts. Figure 2 in Badenes et al.
(2018) show metallicity and mass tracks for log g and Teff using the Bovy et al. (2014) catalog,
with the RC locus appearing around Teff = 4800 and log g = 2.8. Our RC sample lies around Teff
= 4800 but log g = 2.4. According to their MIST tracks, our catalog contains RC stars around 1
to 2 solar masses with a range of metallicities. Badenes et al. (2018) separates their stars by low,
mid, and high [α/Fe] using log g, and our Figure 4.11 shows an increase in [Fe/H] as we increase
in Teff . We decide to continue using our low-high [α/Fe] cuts to designate the thin and thick disk.
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RC and some RGB stars however have similar log g and Teff and can be difficult to disentangle
within that small parameter space. The tilted line in Figure 4.11 next to the locus indicates either
some contamination from RGB stars within the sample (seen also in Badenes et al. (2018)), or
that those RC stars are somewhat in a transition phase into or out of the RC. These RGB stars do
follow some model tracks and can be removed from our RC discussion as major outliers. Lucey
et al. (2020) find that asteroseismic parameters period spacing ∆P and frequency spacing ∆v,
used to accurately select RC stars, can be derived using spectra. They predict ∆P, ∆v, Teff , and
log g using 2MASS, ALLWISE, Gaia, and Pan-STARRS to select two RC catalogs with different
contamination rates and compare their results to LAMOST.
Our LAMOST sample comes from Huang et al. (2020) as it includes mass and age quantities
where APOGEE does not, and it has drastically more matches to GALEX than APOGEE. Their
Figure 6 shows [α/Fe], [Fe/H], age, and mass plots, all within an acceptable range of the Huang
et al. (2020)-GALEX cross match. Their training sample has far more thin disk (low [α/Fe]) than
thick disk (high [α/Fe]) stars. They plot [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] vs. age and mass, and the trends shown
in their Figure 6 match with our Figures 4.8 and 4.9: thin disk stars tend to be more massive and
younger, while thick disk stars are more metal-poor and redder. Their [α/Fe] vs. age vs. [Fe/H]
shows no significant trend between age and [Fe/H] but different populations when adding [α/Fe]
space at age = 2-4 Gyr and 10-12 Gyr. We see the most massive RC stars in the UVGAPS thin
disk with some appearing in the GAIS thin disk as well.
One major issue with doing a Milky Way-wide RC catalog is the range of reddening and dis-
tances that affect each RC star throughout the heterogeneous galaxy, and can be difficult to disen-
tangle from other types of stars (mostly RGB, but some contamination from the MS is possible).
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4.4.2 Dust
RC stars are localized in optical CMD space and have been used as a standard color for accurate
extinction determinations. For UV-optical colors spread by metallicity, disentangling the impact
of dust is more challenging, as is the use of RC stars as a color or magnitude standard. A possible
approach is to obtain a characteristic intrinsic relation using stars out of the plane with little fore-
ground dust. However, the fact that RC relations vary with Galactic latitude and thin vs. thick disk
population limit the utility of RC-derived dust corrections in the UV-optical.
Despite this limitation, we ask to what extent might dust corrections impact our derived re-
lations? Although the availability of Gaia and 3D dust maps allow us to obtain more accurate
average Galactic extinction corrections for RC UV-optical color and magnitude measurements, it
remains possible that uncertainties and systematic errors, or variations in the Galactic extinction
law, could introduce color offsets for some stars in our sample. As an initial estimate of uncertain-
ties that result from inaccurate reddening measures, we used two different dust maps, the all sky
Galactic reddening map by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) (SFD) and the 3D Dust Map by Green
et al. (2019), which itself only covers the fraction of sky observed by Pan-STARRS. The SFD map
gives the full line of sight extinction so objects in the Galactic Plane will be much more affected
than those outside of the disk. However, when comparing the E(B-V) measures from the SFD
map to Green et al. (2019) at the Gaia derived distances, for stars outside the plane, the differ-
ence between the two catalogs is relatively small. This implies that both catalogs capture most of
the line-of-sight reddening towards the RC stars. Nevertheless, for greater accuracy we adopt the
Green et al. (2019) map.
While dust is an issue that must be accounted for when observing any RC population, we find
that UV-optical extinction corrections for GAIS RC stars are typically less than 10% of their NUV
- G colors and thus has little impact on the derived color-metallicity relation. RC stars in UVGAPS
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however show a significantly bluer color than from the RC catalog in Mohammed et al. (2019).
This UV excess population falls off the UV-optical vs. [Fe/H] relation (discussed in section 4.4)
but does not appear to result from an overestimate in the line of sight Galactic extinction correction.
4.4.3 Can Age or Mass Explain These Differences?
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show a key result from our thin and thick disk separation. The thick disk
subsample is comprised mostly of the lowest mass and oldest RC stars that follow the UV-optical
metallicity relation identified in Paper I, whereas the thin disk subsample contains a range of stellar
masses and ages, though with an apparent systematic trend that depends on one or both properties.
This age and mass spread is expected for RC stars. Figure 4 in Girardi (2016) show most core
helium burning stars for a galaxy with a constant star formation rate are newly formed, young stars
peaking around 2 M with an older population of stars formed after 8 Gyr ago that peak around
1 M . The RC age measurements and subsample distinctions we find here fall in line with these
two scenarios.
While RC stars are mostly found within a narrow region on the optical CMD, another RC
group that populates a slightly different CMD region is called the secondary RC. These secondary
RC stars populate the more massive end and are comprised of core helium burning (CHeB) stars
greater than 1.8 M and at a higher Teff and higher log g than the RC locus around 4700 K and
log g = 2.4 (Girardi (2016)). The secondary RC is slightly different than the RC for a few reasons
shown in Sandquist et al. (2020). Primary RC stars undergo a helium flash upon ignition of helium
in degenerate cores of red giant stars. Secondary RC stars, like the young ones found in NGC
1817, are formed via non-degenerate ignition of helium in the cores of stars. Secondary RC stars
are often fainter than their primary counterparts because of a lower helium burning luminosity.
Secondary RC stars are the offspring of stars rarer, more massive than giants in older clusters. It
appears quite likely that secondary RC stars comprise a fraction of the thin disk massive stars that
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Figure 4.9: [Fe/H] vs. dust corrected NUV - G, colored by age with GAIS on the left and UVGAPS
on the right panels. The two GALEX catalogs are matched with the RC LAMOST catalog from
Huang et al. (2020). The thick disk has stars mostly older than 8 Gyr with a handful of exceptions.
The Thin disk hosts the youngest stars in this catalog. UVGAPS has very few thick disk stars and
its thin disk stars are very young (age < 2 Gyr). They also show some evidence of a UV excess.
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Figure 4.10: Same plot to figure 4.9, but colored by mass. Thick disk stars tend to be less than 1
M with thin disk stars being more massive. UVGAPS has thin disk stars that are high metallicity
and around 2 M .
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follow a bluer UV-optical vs. metallicity relation. The thick disk population shifts to higher log g,
and this is further indicated by the the UVGAPS stars in the lower right panel of Figure 4.11 that
fall in a locus of higher Teff and log g.
As shown in Figure 4.12, the thin disk mostly populates the high mass young end of the RC, but
also dominates the middle-mass, 6 Gyr age range. Although the thick disk subsample is relatively
homogeneous, a handful of stars appear in the high mass young region. Indeed, the RC stars
in Huang et al. (2020) show an inverse relationship between mass and age except for the very
youngest stars which are as massive as their old RC counterparts. Most Huang et al. (2020) stars
occupy [Fe/H] around -0.5 to 0.0. Several papers use Teff vs. log g cuts to disentangle RC and
RGB stars, but due to similar metallicities, this cut is prone to considerable contamination. Figure
18 and 19 in Wu et al. (2019) show different age bins and compare [α/Fe] and ages for RGB stars,
all which fall in typical RC locations. RC stars have different C and N abundances than RGB, and
has been used to distinguish them from RGB stars (Lucey et al. (2020)). Despite this, we expect
that our RGB contamination rate is quite low due to the low contamination rate of the catalogs
we use. If we use Figure 4.11 as a guide, we see the locus of RC stars centered around Teff =
4800 and log g = 2.4 with a diagonal stripe also present. We believe this stripe represents the main
presence of RGB contamination in our data. Despite this, we currently do not have a reliable way
to separate RGB and RC stars within our sample, but the presence of RGB stars does not alter our
results.
Distinct from possible contamination of the RC subsample by RGB stars is whether abundance
variations within the RC could impact UV-optical colors for stars with similar metallicities, ages,
and masses. Do abundance variations at fixed metallicity have a detectable effect on atmospheric
opacity and line blanketing? Because of the limited availability of detailed stellar models that
include abundance variations, the many degeneracies between different physical properties (T, g,
mass, age) and abundance, it is difficult to answer this question using our data. We note that some
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Figure 4.11: Log g histogram and log g vs. effective temperature for the GAIS and UVGAPS
APOGEE RC samples. Most RC stars are expected to fall between log g ∼ 2.4-2.5, as shown by
the locus around Teff = 4700-5000 K. A line feature appears near the RC locus and it is very likely
this feature is contamination from RGB stars that have similar color, Teff , and [Fe/H] as RC stars.
The UVGAPS sample is clearly affected by cuts in Teff and log g, and does not have any distinct
features in it.
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Figure 4.12: Age vs. mass plots of the GAIS LAMOST sample, separated by their thin and thick
disk components. The thick disk is described as mostly old low mass RC stars while the thin disk
is more evenly spread across mass and age and more concentrated toward the younger, higher mass
end.
prior work has explored similar questions associated with abundance variations in the RC. Martig
et al. (2015) show a range of ages for RC and RGB stars that are α-enriched and lie within the
thin disk [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] cuts. Sun et al. (2020) looks at “young” [α/Fe] enriched RC stars
that typically are associated with more massive, higher [Fe/H] stars. They find that despite these
stars being young, their properties of number density, metallicity, [C/N] abundance ratio, velocity
dispersion, and orbital eccentricity are essentially the same as those of the chemically thick disk
population. Our catalog clearly shows some stars classified as being in the thin disk yet matching
the properties of the thick disk. Sun et al. (2020) argue that this could be evidence of a stellar
merger or mass transfer, mixing the two populations. To understand why these RC stars appear
to be mixed, we can use the results of Salomon et al. (2020) who look at RC stars with precise
distances from Gaia at five different levels of the Galactic Plane. They show a significantly more
perturbed northern Galactic Plane vs. the south indicating some mixing of RC populations in our
Galaxy.
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Figure 4.13: [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] with our UV excess cut where we use the trend line from our data
in Figure 4.7 offset by +0.2 mag. Most of the UV excess stars highlighted appear to be a part of
the thick disk. Notably, many of the high [Fe/H] stars that are α-enriched and outliers are also UV
excess objects.
4.4.4 Ultraviolet Excess in MW Stars
Stars show an ultraviolet excess if, for a given color, they appear much bluer than stars of their same
spectral type. O, B stars and white dwarfs typically have UV excess but RC stars may also exhibit
UV excess behavior. For instance, the UV-optical color-metallicity relation given in Mohammed
et al. (2019) places stars of a given (NUV - G)0 within a small range of metallicities, yet Figure
4.9 and 4.10 show stars in UVGAPS that are much bluer than similar stars in GAIS. We make a
qualitative cut for UV excess, adopting the black trend line in Figure 4.7 with an 0.2 mag offset.
Figure 4.13 shows these objects primarily reside in the thin disk, with some outliers appearing in
the high [Fe/H]-high [α/Fe] region. The latter outliers could be spurious cross-matches as they are
in a very low density region of [Fe/H]-[α/Fe] space.
Many of the RC stars that are UV excess candidates appear primarily in our UVGAPS sample,
especially in the thin disk. They tend to be high mass (greater than 1.6 M, and young (less than
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2 Gyr). GAIS does have some UV excess candidates that are both young and high mass but they
tend to be comparatively less massive than their UVGAPS counterparts. Their high latitude and
location in the Milky Way could indicate that these stars have similarities to the subpopulation of
RC stars identified in Sun et al. (2020), α-enriched stars that are chemically similar to thin disk
stars (typically older, lower metallicity, less massive).
One culprit would be some form of rotationally driven RC stars. These high mass RC stars
could have significant rotational activity, enough to increase their NUV - G measurement off the
expected [Fe/H] vs. (NUV - G)0 trend. Most red giant stars are inactive but a few do exhibit
strong UV emission caused by this excess in rotation (Dixon et al. (2020)). They find this activity
is similar in RGB and RC stars, and rotation is the dominant driver of activity rather than internal
processes within RC and RGB stars. An alternate scenario proposed by Gaulme et al. (2020)
separates the RC from RGB using period spacing vs. frequency separation, and separates the RC
into a low and high mass range. Lower mass RC stars are more active compared to their low mass
RGB counterparts, with the higher mass RC stars being less active. As RGB stars become RC
stars, they propose lower mass RGBs engulf planets and steal their angular momentum, causing
them to spin up.
4.4.5 Binary Stars in the Red Clump
Could a UV excess in the thin-disk subsample be due to light from a UV bright companion?
The younger subpopulation of RC stars would be more likely to have hotter companions if they
are in binaries. Belokurov et al. (2020) show the fraction of RC stars, active or not, that are in
binaries is among the lowest among evolved populations, around 20%, compared to the RGB,
where it can be as high as 40%. Once an RGB star enters the RC, it appears less likely to have
a companion compared to its evolutionary parents. Other studies such as Gaulme et al. (2020)
observe among non-oscillating RG stars (RGB and RC included) the fraction of active red giant
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stars being binaries is 15% compared to about 1% for nonactive red giant stars in their test sample,
a significant difference.
A few RC stars have been studied individually for their binarity. Sandquist et al. (2020) mention
one binary shows signs of the companion from the SED in FUV and NUV. Some of these RC stars
fit the young, α-enriched stars discussed in Sun et al. (2020). These stars tend to be high mass
for RC stars, and could be the result of binary mass transfer or a stellar merger. Dixon et al.
(2020) discuss a stellar mass black hole-rapidly rotating red giant binary with a small UV excess
that is consistent with their observations and observing no signature of BH accretion. Zhang et al.
(2020) explore the possibility of RC stars forming via a binary RGB-Helium white dwarf merger,
leading to a Lithium rich RC star. Because of contamination from RGB stars, removing them
would significantly decrease the possibility of binaries within our samples. Yan et al. (2020) find
that most low-mass Lithium-rich evolved stars are in fact RC stars as opposed to the historical
assumption that they were instead RGB stars. The stars in their sample range from 0.5-2 M , in
line with our findings and with non-Li rich stars, and the use of nitrogen abundance could be a
possible method to distinguish RC and RGB stars on top of their binary status.
In this paper we have not addressed the question of whether the numbers of UV-excess stars in
the RC are consistent with expected numbers of RC stars in binaries with UV luminous compan-
ions, but will leave that to future work.
4.4.6 Comparison to Models
As in Mohammed et al. (2019), it is instructive to explore whether evolutionary models show re-
lationships between age, color and metallicity that are consistent with the sub-populations that
we have identified. The MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST) model provides tracks and
photometric outputs for a full range of stellar masses and metallicities with sufficient resolution
to follow short-lived evolutionary stages (Choi et al. (2016)). Following Paper I, we used evolu-
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Figure 4.14: Model-derived Fe/H vs. NUV - G vs. age for RC locus stars in He-burning phase,
based on MIST evolutionary tracks. Distribution is not IMF- or history-weighted. Left: Full age
range. Circles show mean color in age steps of 1 Gyr Center: log age < 9.5 Right: log age > 9.5.
Fits from for “thin” (black) and “thick” (red) subsamples also shown.
tionary tracks for the range of masses and metallicities likely to appear in the Milky Way field
RC population, although here we also consider distinct subpopulations grouped by age in order to
capture the expected distinction between thin and thick disk populations. Since the MIST models
do not yet include tracks for non-solar abundances, we did not model here the impact of thin and
thick disk abundance variations on the NUV - G colors at fixed metallicity.
Models were grouped in steps of [Fe/H] spaced by 0.25 dex and were calculated for a uniform
distribution of stellar masses. Luminosities were calculated in G and NUV bands and a photometric
selection was applied to the final outputs, selecting stars in a similar region for the RC in the CMD,
while also restricting the model to the core helium-burning phase (MESA EEP 631-707).
In Figure 4.15 we show how models of stars of differing ages populate the Fe/H vs. NUV - G
plane, along with the linear relations derived for our the thin (blue) and thick (red) disk subsamples.
On the left we show the full set of models and in the middle and right plot subsamples for log
(age/yr) < 9.5 and > 9.5 respectively. These plots clearly demonstrate how models of young (old)
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Figure 4.15: Model-derived Fe/H vs. NUV - G vs. mass for Red-clump locus stars in He-burning
phase, based on MIST evolutionary tracks. Distribution is not IMF- or history-weighted. Left: Full
age range. Circles show mean color in age steps of 1 Gyr Center: log age < 9.5 Right: log age >
9.5. Fits from for “thin” (black) and “thick” (red) subsamples also shown.
RC stars show NUV - G colors for a given metallicity that match the relation of the thin (thick)
disk population. Figure 4.16 shows the same for models of stars of differing initial stellar masses.
There is a match in the model predictions for higher (lower) mass stars an relation to the “thin”
(“thick”) disk subsamples, likely due to the fact that within the RC, mass and age are fundamentally
correlated.
4.5 Conclusion
Using APOGEE-2 and LAMOST, we identify a catalog of RC stars in two GALEX UV surveys,
UVGAPS and GAIS. We augment the findings of Mohammed et al. (2019) with the addition of
mass and age measurements. Separating these stars into thin and thick disk populations groups
some of their physical properties and helps us understand their formation and location in the Milky
Way. We find the thick disk populated with old, low-mass stars while the thin disk contains a
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mix of young, massive, high metallicity young stars, and old, low-mass stars we would expect to
instead find in the thick disk. Thin disk stars clearly dominate the Galactic Plane population and
and have diverse physical properties, while thick disk stars are more homogeneous. UV excess





Ultraviolet astronomy is a history-rich and I feel often underappreciated field. While most major
telescopes and big data research these days is being done in optical and infrared, we cannot forget
that to understand what is happening in our Universe, we need to take a multiwavelength approach.
Ultraviolet research covers some of the most exciting astrophysical phenomena: supernovae, the
death stage of every star (white dwarfs, black holes, neutron stars), and the reason why I came to
Columbia University to do this dissertation in the first place - to study the formation and evolution
of stars in our own Milky Way. Here, I summarize results of my work on the ultraviolet Galactic
Plane and the Red Clump.
In Chapter 2 we used recently calibrated GALEX data to create a high-resolution ultraviolet
image of the Galactic Plane and create UVGAPS, a catalog of 2.8 million objects with NUV
measurements. To understand the utility of these data, we cross-matched UVGAPS to two large all-
sky surveys, Gaia and Pan-STARRS and used color-magnitude and color-color plots to understand
the range of objects in our survey. We comment on the population of OB stars, distribution of dust,
and molecular cloud complexes in our survey’s footprint and leave the door open to anyone who
wishes to utilize this data on its own or as a companion to any surveys that might overlap with
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UVGAPS.
In Chapter 3 we created a sample of 5,175 Red Clump stars from APOGEE using GALEX AIS
and Gaia, and identified an ultraviolet-optical color-metallicity relation that is tighter than purely
optical counterparts due to the spread in NUV among RC stars. This enables astronomers to save
time gathering spectroscopic measurements of RC stars and instead use their ultraviolet and optical
photometry to gain metallicities. We examine the role of extinction in RC stars and find that in
most cases the extinction does not affect our results. This may be because these RC stars are at
high Galactic latitudes and thus free from heavy extinction in the disk. We separate this catalog
into high and low [α/Fe] populations, which in the next chapter we call thick and thin disk stars
respectively.
In Chapter 4 we extend our Red Clump analysis to UVGAPS and include crucial age and mass
measurements. We find that RC stars can be separated into two populations: the thin disk and thick
disk. Further we find thick disk stars tend to be old, low mass stars while thin disk stars are more
heterogeneous, containing mostly young, massive stars but also some old, low-mass stars typical
of the thick disk. These last two chapters are just two of many projects that UVGAPS enables.
Returning to our puzzle analogy - what do you do if you have a puzzle that is missing pieces?
The most proactive course of action is to create the pieces yourself. Astronomy was missing a
crucial piece of understanding the evolution of the Milky Way, and this dissertation carved out that
piece. There is still a lot of work to do to understand galaxy formation and evolution, some of
which will be easier now that we have a complete picture of the Galactic Plane.
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